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FOREWORD

Some years ago investigations were initiated in several
countries to make a more immediate and interactive use of
the information contained in a PSA. The objective of these
activities is to create a 'living PSA model' readily
available for application to actual risk management.

During the same period small computers, especially
desktop or Personal Computers (PCs), have been developed in
a remarkable way. Therefore small computers as stand-alone
facilities or as workstations linked to larger computers are
used today in many branches of industry as a very flexible,
powerful and interactive engineering tool.

For these reasons, the IAEA decided to organize a
Technical Committee Meeting on the use of Probabilistic
Safety Assessment on Personal Computers for operational
safety management.

In particular the Technical Committee Meeting considered
the current effort in the implementation and use of PSA
information for day-to-day operational safety management on
Personal Computers.

Due to the very recent development of the necessary
hardware and software for Personal Computers, the
application of PSA information for day-to-day operational
safety management on PCs is essentially still in a
pioneering stage. There is at present only one such system
for end users existing, the PRISIM (Plant Risk Status
Information Management) program for which a limited
practical application experience is available. Others are
still in the development stage.

The main aim of the Technical Committee Meeting was to
discuss the present status of PSA based systems for
operational safety management support on small computers, to
consider practical aspects when implementing these systems
into a nuclear installation and to address problems related
to the further work in the area.
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SUMMARY

Since the publication of WASH-1400, more than one decade
ago, Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) defined at the
IAEA as the appropriate application of Probabilistic Risk
Analysis (PRA) to safety 'decisions matured as a valuable
engineering investigation tool for evaluating the safety of
nuclear installations. Probabilistic Safety Assessment of a
nuclear installation comprehends a large body of information
and knowledge. Up to recently this information has been used
only in a very static manner. For example it has been taken
as the basis for upgrading old plants or for balancing with
respect to safety the design of a new plant.

The reasons for this limited, static use of PSA
information may be summarized as follows:
o PSA reports are written in the language used by PSA

practitioners - a language that is not readily
accessible to others. Therefore, the information and
results of PSA are often difficult to understand and
even more difficult to interpret by management staff and
non-technical decision makers.

o A PSA contains a large amount of information with a
complex and linked structure. As a consequence the
studies are usually laborious to update. Therefore, even
investigating the effects of small changes in the
considered plant requires extended recalculations.
Basically, a PSA format is required that can be used by

staff not specialized in PSA to decide where to focus the
effort to reduce the overall plant risk. This format should
allow an easy and fast access to the useful PSA information,
and it should include the capability for investigating the
effect of small changes in the plant configuration. In this
way the PSA information can be effectively used as support
to optimal decision making in response to the current plant
status.

Along this line, the Technical Committee considered the
implementation and the use of PSA information for the
day-to-day operational safety management. Operational safety
management involves decision making and subsequent actions
that affect safety in an existing nuclear installation
during normal operation. Besides pure technical plant
information other aspects like cost-benefit, manpower
availability, spare and replacement parts availability and
power demands have to be included into the decision making
process.

With respect to the types of computers which are used
for the implementation of a PSA based Operational Safety
Management Support (OSMS) system, the Technical Committee



Meeting focused on Personal Computers. This is due to the
fast augmenting capabilities of PCs and because they can be
used in a highly interactive and flexible way.

Ideally, a software package for a PSA based OSMS system
could consist of three main elements:
o An integrated software module of PSA tools to generate

the PSA information and results used for the
creator/editor module.

o A creator/editor module for compiling and organizing the
information needed in the run-time end-user application
module.

o A run-time end-user application module on Personal
Computers for the day-to-day application to operational
safety management.

Using PCs linked to a mainframe computer as convenient
workstations for the module of PSA tools and for the
creator/editor module is considered to provide optimal
compatibility for the overall package.

Specifically the Technical Committee Meeting considered
the following aspects of a PSA based OSMS system:

The required features of the elements of a PSA based
OSMS system;
Practical issues related to the implementation of a PSA
based OSMS system in a nuclear installation. This
includes problems concerning the applications, the users
and the preparation and updating of the system;
The state-of-the-art of PC based PSA tools and of
operational safety management support systems.

In the discussions during the Technical Committee
Meeting it was pointed out that the user interfaces and the
way a PSA based OSMS system is integrated in a nuclear
installation will determine most of the features of the
system. Also a number of specific areas where technical
improvements for the elements of such a system are desirable
were identified.



1. INTRODUCTION

The initial motivation for doing the first full scale
Probabilistic Safety Assessment studies like WASH-1400 was
clearly not the application to plant improvement. The
objective was to assess the plant risk in a more rational
way as has been done by the previous deterministic methods.
Thus, the first PSAs have been done by regulatory
authorities or related organizations or on request of
regulatory authorities.

Soon it turned out that PSA provides an excellent basis
for design improvements and for decision support for
operational problems. Therefore a definite shift regarding
the purpose of a PSA took place towards practical use of PSA
information to enhance plant safety. Today, most of the
PSA's are initiated having in view the immediate practical
application of PSA information.

Therefore, since the publication of WASH-1400, more than
one decade ago, Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA)
defined at the IAEA as the appropriate application of
Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA) to safety decisions
matured as a useful engineering investigation tool for
evaluating reactor safety. A PSA of a nuclear installation
comprehends a large body of information and knowledge. Up to
recently this information has been used only in a very
static manner. For example it has been taken as the basis
for backfitting an old plant or for balancing the design of
a new plant with respect to safety. PSAs were limited to
quantifying the bottom line risk, showing how important
various components and system failures are in view of the
overall plant risk for an averaged normal status of the
plant.

The reasons for this static use of PSA information may
be summarized as follows:

PSA reports are written in the language used by PSA
practitioners - a language that is not readily
accessible to others. Therefore, the information and
results of a PSA are often difficult to understand and
even more difficult to interpret by management staff and
non-technical decision makers.

A PSA contains a large amount of information with a
complex and linked structure. As a consequence, the
studies are usually laborious to update. Even limiting
the assessment to a 'perturbation analysis' which
considers only small plant changes or changes in the
parameters of the study may require extended
recalculations.
Basically, a PSA format is required that can be used by

staff not specialized in PSA to decide where to focus the
effort to reduce the overall plant risk. The format should



allow an easy and fast access to the useful part of the PSA
information. In this way the PSA information can be
effectively used as support to optimal decision making in
response to the current plant status.

1.1 Background Information
Some years ago investigations were initiated to make a

more immediate and interactive use of the information
contained in a PSA. The objective of these activities is to
create a 'living PSA model' readily available for
application to actual risk management.

During the same period small computers, especially
desktop or Personal Computers (PCs), have been developed in
a remarkable way. Therefore small computers as stand-alone
facilities or as workstations linked to larger computers are
used today in many branches of industry as a very flexible,
powerful and interactive engineering tool.

Likewise, due to their fast augmenting capabilities and
because they can be used in a highly interactive way, small
desktop computers are increasingly used in PSA applications.

The present report considers as main topic the
implementation and use of PSA information for day-to-day
operational safety management on Personal Computers.

Due to the very recent development of the necessary
hardware and software for Personal Computers, the
application of PSA information for day-to-day operational
safety management on PCs is essentially still in the
pioneering stage. There is at present only one such system
for end users existing, the PRISIM (Plant Risk Status
Information Management) program for which a limited
practical application experience is available, see Appendix
A.8. Others are still in the development stage, see for
example Appendix A.3.

Also PSA based plant status monitor systems with the
special purpose of surveilling the status of essential plant
systems are developed at present. The most advanced plant
status monitor system, the ESSM (Essential Systems Status
Monitor, Ref. l) system is in the final stage of
implementation. A special feature of the ESSM system is the
on-line input of plant status parameters and that it is
intended to replace deterministic minimal safety systems
requirements by PSA based conditions.

1.2 Scope of the Technical Committee Meeting
The present report considers as main topic the

implementation and use of PSA information for day-to-day
operational safety management with special emphasis on
implementation on Personal Computers. The reasons for
focusing on the application of PC's may be summarized as
follows:

Low run-time cost;
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Compared to main frame computers it is easier to work
with a PC, especially for people not skilled in computer
usage;
Due to the highly interactive way PCs can be used,
considerable time savings in interactive routines can be
obtained, e.g. in fault tree analysis modules;
PCs are available and accessible today nearly
everywhere.
Ideally, a PC based software package for an OSMS system

could consist of three main elements:
(1) An integrated PC software module of PSA tools to

generate the PSA information and results used for
the creator/editor module (2),

(2) A creator/editor module for setting up the run-time
end-user application module (3),

(3) A run-time end-user application module for the
day-to-day application to operational safety
management.

Using PCs linked to a mainframe computer as convenient
workstations for the module of PSA tools (1) and for the
creator/editor module (2) is considered to provide optimal
compatibility for the overall package.

Thus, the use of an integrated PC software module of PSA
tools when conducting a PSA has the potential to provide an
appropriate structuring and compatibility of the PSA
information and results which in turn could facilitate the
implementation and updating of the PSA information in the
OSMS system. Moreover, local updating of the PSA information
and of the end user module could also be facilitated.
Nevertheless it should not be precluded that other software
or computer configurations, involving other procedures to
generate and implement the PSA information in an OSMS system
may be equally well adapted and appropriate to the purpose.

The Technical Committee Meeting concentrated on the
following areas:

Operational safety management and the use of PSA
information on Personal Computers for decision support,
Specific issues concerning the application, preparation
and updating of a PC based operational safety management
system,
Elements of a PSA based support system for operational
safety management on PCs,
Feedback of plant status information and updating of the
plant PSA models,
State-of-the-art of PC based PSA tools and OSMS systems.
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2. OPERATIONAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT AND THE USE OF PSA ON PERSONAL
COMPUTERS FOR DECISION SUPPORT

Operational safety management involves decision making
and subsequent actions that affect safety in an existing
nuclear installation during normal operation. Besides pure
technical plant information other aspects like cost-benefit,
manpower availability, spare and replacement parts
availability, power demands on the plant etc. have to be
included as well into the decision making.

The objective of using PSA for operational safety
management is to provide information for decision making and
subsequent actions with regard to the effects of these
activities to the plant risk and taking into account the
current and future plant status.

Examples related to operation and maintenance:
Establishing schedules and procedures for test and
maintenance to minimize integral plant risk,
Developing a consistent set of plant operational
procedures based on optimum safety and
availability.

With respect to risk measures, usually as an accepted
simplification the core damage frequency can be used. The
core damage frequency is regarded as a rough but sufficient
risk measure for most of the operational safety management
problems. However, when emergency management activities have
to be investigated, the risk to the environment of the plant
(level 3 PSA) has to be considered. Core damage frequency
may lead to misleading information in this case, because the
consequences of two core damage accident sequences may be
dramatically different. Another important risk measure is
the economic risk for the plant owner.

2.1 Envisaged applications of PSA for operational safety
management
Applications of PSA results and techniques for the

day-to-day operational safety management could include the
following areas:

Safety related trend analysis,
Impact evaluation of hardware design and configuration
changes,
Alarm prioritization,
Impact evaluation of changes in technical specifications
and_____procedures_____and___optimization of technical
specifications and procedures,
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Surveillance of the safety related plant status,
- Compliance demonstration with technical specifications

and regulatory requirements/
Licensing issues priority evaluation/
Training/
Emergency planning and training.

These applications are considered in some more detail in the
following paragraphs.

2.1.1 Safety related trend analysis based on observed and
new data

During operation of a plant, an increasing amount of
plant specific information and data concerning failures
of components and systems are collected and can be
evaluated if needed. Also additional information from
equipment suppliers, from the plant manufacturers or
user groups may become available. The range of the data
may include the following types of information:
o Reliability parameters for components, for example

failure rates, failure probabilities on demand
etc. ;

o Data on common mode and common cause failures for
components and systems;

o Data concerning influences on the reliability
parameters due to:

Changes in operating or environmental
conditions for specific equipment,
Changes in test, maintenance and repair
efficiency,
Aging of components,

- Upgrading of components or-systems.
o Actual plant specific information regarding

initiating events, system and component failures.
This information can be directly used in a
precursor type of analysis to indicate for example
the actual incurred risk in function of the
operating time.

The results of the safety related trend analysis provide
the basis for corrective feedback and support of
advanced operational planning/ scheduling decisions for
maintenance and tests.

13



2.1.2 Impact_____evaluation___of hardware design and
configuration changes

This application may include the evaluation of variants
if different options exist. The change in hardware may
induce changes in procedures or technical specifications
which have then to be addressed in an appropriate
manner. Within the framework of day-to-day operational
safety management, only design changes without
substantial changes in the plant configuration are
considered. Major plant changes have to be addressed
when doing a complete update of the whole OSMS system.

2.1.3 Alarm prioritization
This application envisages screening of alarms and
warning messages based on PSA results, whereby
meaningless or less important alarms can be discarded.
Also, depending on the plant status, the required
response to alarms may differ considerably.

2.1.4 Impact___evaluation of changes in technical
specifications and procedures and optimization of
technical specifications and procedures

Safety systems in nuclear installations are designed to
provide a high degree of reliability for their intended
mitigating function. The design rules used for this
purpose include redundancy, diversity, separation and
fail-safe principles. Nevertheless, because of common
support systems or other reasons, the safety systems are
usually interdependent to a certain degree both in
function and operation. The effective functioning and
the availability of the mitigating systems can,
therefore, be affected by outages in other systems.
These outages may be due to scheduled preventive
maintenance or fault conditions. Careful control of
these outages is necessary to ensure an adequate level
of mitigating system and function availability.
Up to now this adequate level of safety system and
function availability has been defined and controlled
mainly in terms of deterministic criteria in the
conventional technical specifications and procedures.
Today there is an increasing trend to consider an
adequate level of safety system availability with
probabilistic criteria based on the overall risk of a
nuclear installation. Therefore, one of the envisaged
application of PSA results and methods to the day-to-day
operational safety management is the optimization of
technical specifications and procedures with the main
intention of minimizing the overall plant risk. In this
way, also other aspects like cost-benefit, manpower and
replacement parts availability could be included and
addressed in a flexible manner.
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2.1.5 Surveillance of the safety related plant status
The surveillance of the safety related plant status
includes observation of the safety implications of
removing specific equipment combinations from service
for testing or maintenance at a particular time.

2.1.6 Compliance_____demonstration______with____technical
specifications and regulatory requirements

For this application the system is used to demonstrate
compliance of the actual plant status with the technical
specifications and regulatory requirements in a
comprehensive manner. For example it can be demonstrated
that the degree of redundancy of a mitigating function
is in accordance with stated rules or that the effect of
a specific outage is insignificant for the overall risk
or can be compensated by improvements in other
equipment.

2.1.7 Licensing issues priority evaluation
Licensing requirements can for example be assessed
according to their importance with regard to the overall
plant risk and priorities can be attributed to them
accordingly.

2.1.8 Training
The system can be used for instance to train maintenance
groups to optimize maintenance and test schedules.
Another application could be the training of operators
for dealing with disturbed plant conditions.

2.1.9 Emergency planning and training
Important scenarios can be selected for the purpose. The
system provides the necessary details with regard to the
accident sequences.
Most PSAs for nuclear power plants have been limited up

to now to the full power, normal operational phase. For the
purpose of operational safety management, other operational
phases such as refuelling periods and normal transient
operation should also be included, because the requirements
on essential safety systems and the plant configuration
itself may be considerably different during these phases if
compared with normal full power operation.

2.2 Users of PSA for operational safety management
The potential user groups of a PSA based OSMS system in

a nuclear facility are given in the list below. The list
comprises various functional groups within a typical
facility and specific examples of operational safety
management applications and the information required.
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The following functional groups are addressed:
PLANT OVERALL MANAGEMENT,

MAINTENANCE GROUP,

OPERATIONS GROUP,
LICENSING GROUP,
TRAINING GROUP,

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT GROUP,

PLANT OVERALL MANAGEMENT

o Decision making between conflicting plant
requirements (cf. 2.1.2 Impact evaluation of
hardware design and configuration changes).
A change in plant design can be beneficial for a
safety function on one hand and detrimental for the
availability of others. An improvement in the on
demand availability of a containment spray system
for example might increase the risk of a spurious
and inadvertent activation.
The basic information for this investigation is
provided by the maintenance, the operations,
licensing and eventually by the emergency
management groups.

o Plant safety overview on essential systems (cf.
2.1.5 Surveillance of the safety related plant
status).

It has to be prevented that one or more essential
systems are out of service in violation of
operational procedures for a given operational
plant state.
This application may be implemented as an
interactive but off-line system such as PRISIM (cf.
Appendix A.8) or it may be an on-line system such
as the ESSM (Essential System Status Monitor, Ref.
1) utilizing existing signals in the plant control
computer. The required information essentially
consists in the minimal cutsets conditional on the
actual plant status.

MAINTENANCE GROUP

Planned shutdown and on power maintenance (cf.
2.1.1 Safety related trend analysis and 2.1.4
Technical specifications and related procedures).

16



The typical information required for this group at
the individual component level is listed below:
Equipment lists,
System diagrams (full schematics preferred),
Support systems for equipments,
Historical maintenance and failure information,
Equipment alignments and realignment procedures,
Maintenance instructions.

The operations group should be informed whether
isolating or deactivating a component or subsystem
disables an essential system for the given plant
operational state. The information required for
this responsibility is the same as for the plant
safety overview of essential systems.
OPERATIONS GROUP

o Operational procedures (cf. 2.1.3 Alarm
prioritization and 2.1.5 Surveillance of the safety
related plant status).
Increased surveillance or attention to specific
equipment or systems may be required following or
during the deactivation or isolation of equipment
for operational tests.
Response to alarms during power operation and
during shutdown and start up operation. The
required reactions to the alarms, from plant
transients or from test and maintenance activities
may be different according to the plant status. The
information required for this responsibility is
typically alarm prioritization. This can mean for
example that meaningless alarms are discarded,
alarm diagnostic consistency checking is done and
appropriate recovery actions may be suggested.
LICENSING GROUP

o Demonstration of compliance with operational
procedures (cf. 2.1.6 Compliance with technical
specifications and regulatory requirements).

o Licensing issues priorities (cf. 2.1.7 Licensing
issues priority evaluation).

TRAINING GROUP

o Selection of special areas for enhanced training
(cf. 2.1.8 Training).

17



The information needed in this case are event trees
and fault trees including human actions and the
event scenarios. In addition a plant simulator
could be used if available to check operator
response to various initiating events and accident
sequences.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT GROUP

o Evacuation procedures (cf. 2.1.9 Emergency planning
and training).

Optimization of evacuation procedures according to
accident and release severity and weather
conditions. For this kind of application level 3
PSA results are required.

2.3 Preparation and updating of a PSA based OSMS system

For an efficient use of a PSA based OSMS system it is
essential that the plant model which is built into the
system is continuously updated to reflect changes in plant
design, operational procedures etc. This updating will
require specific expertise which cannot normally be expected
to be present among the end users of the system. The
following qualification must be present within the group of
people who will perform the updating of the system:

A thorough knowledge of PSA methodology in general and
of the specific PSA model in the OSMS system in
particular.
Understanding of the software used for the OSMS system
and the ability to work with it.
Ability to communicate with plant personnel and a good
knowledge of plant specific details in order to
comprehend the information received.

If the OSMS system is to be used effectively, it is
essential that the communication paths between the end users
and those who are maintaining and updating the system are
short. It is therefore envisaged that an OSMS system
specialist group is formed within the user organization to
carry out the updating. This group may consist of 3 to 4
people with the qualifications outlined in the previous
paragraph.

Although it is possible to use an external organization,
e.g. a consultant, for the updating, this is not the best
solution, because it would very likely lead to a weaker
communication link with the plant and the end users.
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Figure 1. shows an example of how an operational safety
management support system can be organized within a utility,
including the various interfaces and communication paths.
The following should be noted with regard to this Figure:

The third party organization indicated in the Figure is
assumed to provide the initial technology, e.g. method
development and software design. This organization is
the creator of the OSMS system.
An OSMS system specialist group is assumed to be formed
within the utility headquarters. This group may support
the OSMS system of several plants of the utility. It is
also possible that such a group is located on-site at
each plant. During the initial phase, when the OSMS
system is implemented, this group will have to be
thoroughly trained by the OSMS system creators. A fairly
strong support from the creators will be necessary
initially, but the goal is that the group will gradually
learn to perform almost all updating on their own.
The end users are basically located at the plants. There
must, of course, be a good communication link between
the users and the OSMS specialist group. However,
additional information channels have to be established
to provide information about changes in the plant system
design, in operational procedures etc. in a way that
these changes can immediately be included into the OSMS
system.

THIRD PARTY
ORGANIZATION
(CONSULTANT)

UTILITY
HEADQUARTERS

PLANTS

• Creates OSMS
system

• Provides
initial
technology
Supports
utility OSMS
specialist
group

— Technology
transfer

- Training

Information
exchange
Support

Off-site
main-frame
facility

OSMS specialist group
( 3 - 4 people)

Development and updating
of OSMS system

- New regulations may
affect OSMS system

- Decisions in plants may
have to_be negotiated
with regulators

REGULATORY AGENCY

End users
Information
source for
plant systems

FIG.1. Schematics for integrating a PC based OSMS system into a nuclear utility.
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3. ELEMENTS OF A PSA BASED OPERATIONAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT
SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR PERSONAL COMPUTERS

Ideally, a PC based software package for a PSA based
OSMS system could consist of three main elements:

(1) An integrated PC software module of PSA tools to
generate the PSA information and results used for
module (2) ;

(2) A creator/editor module for compiling and
organizing the information needed in the run-time
end-user application module (3) ;

(3) A run-time end-user application module for the
day-to-day application to operational safety
management.

With reference to Fig. 1, the first two modules will be
used by the OSMS specialist group at the utility
headquarters, whereas the end-user run-time module will be
implemented in the plants.

The use of an integrated PC software module of PSA tools
when performing a PSA has the potential to provide an
appropriate structuring and compatibility of PSA information
and results which in turn could facilitate the
implementation and updating of the PSA information in the
operational safety management package. Moreover these
packages are facilitating local updating of the PSA
information and end user modules.

Typically the different modules of the system will be
implemented on different computers at various locations.
Linking of the elements of an OSMS system and the transfer
of information between the modules can therefore be carried
out with various degrees of sophistication.

Basically it seems feasible to develop from these basic
modules an integrated network with an appropriate amount of
communication among the participating computer equipment.

3.1 Integrated PC software module of PSA tools
Several integrated packages of PSA tools on PCs have

been worked out or are under development at present, a
majority of them on a fully commercial basis. The list below
gives some examples:
o The TREE-MASTER package described in Appendix A.I,
o The RELVEC program described in Appendix A.2,
o A package developed at present in Ispra (CEC-J.R.C Ispra

Establishment, Italy). A part of this package is the
SALP-PC program described in Appendix A.5.,
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o The NUPRA PSA workstation of the NUS Corporation
developed on the basis of the RELTREE program described
in Appendix A. 7,

o The ORCHARD package developed by 3RD, UKAEA (System
Reliability Service),

o SAIC's (Science Applications International Corp.)
Integrated Risk Management Tools,

o The Westinghouse PC PSA Code Library.

The IAEA has initiated in 1986 a project to develop an
integrated PC computer software package of PSA level 1 tools
described in Ref. 2. The package covers the whole range of
computational tools needed for PSA level 1 analysis:
o Reliability data base;
o Fault tree construction support data base;
o Special gate - dependent events support database;
o Full screen graphical fault tree editor;
o Text format fault tree structure file editor;
o Fault tree logic analysis modules;
o Minimal cutset editor;
o Fault tree quantification module;
o Fault tree uncertainty calculation;
o Plotting module for fault trees;
o Full screen graphic event tree editor;
o Quantification of event trees;
o Event tree sequences uncertainty calculation;
o Plotting module for event trees;
o Link modules to mainframe computers.

As an example for the areas covered by such an
integrated software package, the particular modules are
described below in some more detail:
o Reliability data base

This module provides tables with component reliability
parameters to be used by the subsequent analysis
modules. The module may contain generic tables or user
defined tables. The tables can be created or updated
using the database editor. As a support for this module,
a reliability data analysis and evaluation module is
envisaged for a later stage.

o Fault tree construction support data base ('mini fault
trees' for special components)

o Special gate - dependent events support database
The two preceding modules are using a feature of the

full screen graphical fault tree editor to create, store,
recall and merge fault trees. In this way a supporting
library of small, recallable fault trees can be easily
created and handled in a flexible and interactive way.
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o Full screen graphical fault tree editor
The full screen, cursor controlled fault tree editor
module from the ORCHARD fault tree analysis program
(3RD, UKEA) has been provided and used in the IAEA
package.

o

o

o

Text format fault tree structure file editor
With this module, the fault tree structure can be
entered and edited in the form of a standardized text
file.
Fault tree logic analysis modules
The IAEA package uses PC versions of standard fault tree
analysis programs for the purpose. These programs, being
developed for mainframe computers, are not optimal for
PC use. At present several fault tree analysis modules
are developed for PCs, some of them are described in
Appendix A.
Minimal cutset editor
With this module minimal cutsets generated by the fault
tree analysis module can be edited if necessary for the
cutset quantification module. Also there is an option to
merge the minimal cutsets from different fault trees.
Fault tree quantification module
At present the quantification model used in WASH-1400 is
implemented in the package. However, when considering
maintenance, test outages and repair, more sophisticated
models should be implemented which allow for detailed
time dependent modeling of system unavailabilities.
Fault tree uncertainty calculation
The program utilizes a variant
developed for WASH-1400.
Plotting module for fault trees
An interactive plotting module
plots in report quality.

of the SAMPLE program

to produce fault tree

Full screen graphic event tree editor
A module for interactive construction
event trees on the screen.
Quantification of event trees
Combining system fault tree analysis
quantification of accident sequences.

and editing of

results for the

Event tree sequences uncertainty calculation
This module is similar to the module for uncertainty
analysis for fault trees on the level of accident
sequences.
Plotting module for event trees
An interactive plotting module to produce event tree
plots in report quality.
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o Link Modules to mainframe computers
This module has the purpose to analyze fault trees which
are too large for PC capacities.

Not included at present in the package are modules
supporting systematic sensitivity and common mode / common
cause susceptibility analysis.

3.2 Creator/editor module for setting up the run time
application module
The purpose of the creator/editor module is to organize

and update the PSA information needed for the run-time
end-user application module. Also required is the capability
to store and retrieve large amounts of text and schematics
information. As outlined in Appendix A.3, this can include
information that is normally not saved or contained in the
PSA document. Examples of such text and schematics
information include:

System interface information;
Component realignment for test;
Operator recovery action information;
Additional technical information, e.g. system diagrams.

The additional background information is typically used for
easy reference, detailed explanation and graphic display.

It has been suggested during the meeting that for some
of the modules or for preprocessing of information, general
purpose standard software could be used, e.g. in the
following areas:

Video or image scanners together with appropriate
software for preprocessing of graphic information like
system diagrams,
CAD packages for the further processing of graphic
information,
Data base managers, e.g. for the component reliability
data bank.
In the past, the usual difficulty encountered when using

general purpose standard software was the linkage or
interfacing with specific application programs. Today,
typically this standard software contains a standardized
interface for user programs which will facilitate the
envisaged application.
It was recognized in the meeting that in future intensive
use of networking capabilities between computer equipment
will be made. This networking could include:

Linking modules to down load new or updated systems and
other data from the specialist group to the individual
users PC;
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Linking module to allow PC users to access a central
data bank/-
Network capability within a plant and possibly directly
among plants.

3.3 Run-time end-user application module

The end-user module has the purpose
to ask questions to the PSA and the related data base,
to investigate the effect of changes in the PSA database
on the plant risk.

The module could consist of the following parts:
a) A data base including the risk model of the PSA,

typically in the form of accident sequence cut sets,
appropriate failure probability parameters for
components and subsystems, a list of initiating events
with related frequencies and the requirements contained
in the technical specifications and in related
procedures. If the risk measure is required to be based
on the consequences to the plant environment, suitable
risk measure coefficients have to be included. Another
part of the database could consist of supplemental
background information to be used for reference,
detailed explanation and graphic display.

b) A specialized data base manager for quick and
user-friendly access to the desired PSA information
(walking around in the data base)

c) An editor to modify elements of the data base. The
access to the types of elements of the data base that
can be changed may be different according to different
user groups. One type of end user may have only access
to take components out of service. Others may have
authorization to change for example the failure
probability parameters of components to investigate
changes in test intervals.

d) A requantification module to calculate the effect of the
modifications in the data base on plant risk

e) A report writer and traceback facility. After doing an
investigation on the effects of changing the data base,
the user may wish to have a concise report or summary on
the investigation including a traceback explanation of
key results.

As mentioned above, the usual logic representation of
the accident sequences are the cutsets. Already in the base
PSA usually a truncation of cutsets according to a low
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probability value is done. For scanning the cutsets into the
run-time end-user module, further simplifications concerning
the number of cutsets may be necessary. Therefore if there
are major changes made to the data base, for example if many
components are taken out of service at the same time, this
truncation may no longer be adequate because cutsets which
were neglected by the truncation may become important.
Therefore it might be necessary to retain the fault trees
and event trees or an equivalent representation of the logic
of accident sequences. However this would require to
re-analyze the fault and event trees which might be complex
in some cases arid at least very time consuming.

Nevertheless, the 'degree of freedom' for changes in the
plant configuration is usually very limited because of
procedural constraints (technical specifications, limiting
conditions of operation). Therefore the truncation problem
described above seems to be merely an academic one in most
cases. It should however be pointed out in this connection
that:
A. A representation in terms of cutset completeness has to

be selected which is appropriate to the kind of
application, regarding the type of end user, hardware
constraints, response time etc.;

B. For the selected representation, appropriate criteria
should be developed to indicate to the user the limits
of the representation if necessary.
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4. FEEDBACK OF PLANT STATUS INFORMATION AND UPDATING OF THE
PLANT PSA MODELS

The potential sources of PSA update information are the
following:

Daily operational decisions/ e.g. a pump is taken out of
service for maintenance during plant operation. Most of
these activities do not imply permanent modifications to
the PSA basis and therefore no feedback is required,
Modifications in procedures,
surveillance periods,

e.g. in test and

Hardware modifications, e.g. putting an extra valve on
an emergency cooling system,
Operational data, e.g. failure per demand to start a
standby system,
Authority requirements,
between redundant systems.

e.g. provide independence

Figure 2 shows a schematic illustrating the paths of
feedback of these items to the OSMS system and to the in
plant users as outlined in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

REGULATORY
AGENCY

PLANT

TOOL USERS:
PLANT OVERALL
MANAGEMENT
MAINTENANCE GROUP
OPERATIONS GROUP
LICENSING GROUP
TRAINING GROUP
EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT GROUP

1: FAILURE DATA INFORMATION
2: CHANGES IN PROCEDURES
3: LICENSING REQUIREMENTS

(AS A DOUBLE CHECK)
4: DESIGN CHANGES

UPDATE

OSMS
INTERFACE
GROUP

OSMS USERS
IN THE
UTILITY
HEADQUARTERS

UTILITY
HEADQUARTERS

UPDATE

A
UPDATE

OSMS
SPECIALIST
GROUP

FIG.2. OSMS system management and organization scheme.
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It is anticipated that an interface group composed of
one or two full time persons will be required for this
activity at the plant. This group should belong to the plant
organization so that a smooth flow of information can be
established. The interface group will be responsible for
providing controlled procedure copies. The group will also
be responsible for sending to the OSMS specialist group
detailed documentation regarding proposed and/or implemented
design modifications. In addition they will collect
operational data and send them to the OSMS specialist group.
These data could be incorporated in the PSA data base by
using Bayesian techniques.

An additional interface between the regulatory body and
the OSMS system is envisaged. Since the regulatory body
routinely communicates with the licensing group, it is
anticipated that this group should be responsible for
sending to the OSMS specialist group documentation regarding
licensing commitments. This transmittal would be only for
information purpose since licensing commitments usually
result in software or hardware modifications that would be
channeled to OSMS by the plant interface group.
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5. STATE-OF-THE-ART OF THE ELEMENTS OF A PSA BASED OPERATIONAL
SAFETY MANAGEMENT SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR PERSONAL COMPUTERS

5.1 Present status of PC based PSA software tools
Some of the capabilities of existing PC based codes are

(cf. Section 3.1):
Interactive graphic modules for fault tree and event
tree construction;
Modules for production of documentation material, e.g.
hardcopies of fault trees and event trees;
Modules for the determination of minimal cutsets and for
top event quantification of fault trees;
Sensitivity and importance analysis;
Common cause failure analysis;
Event tree analysis including linking of system fault
trees on the event sequence level.

5.2 Present status of the elements of an OSMS system
To date only one PC program exists that translates PSA

information for those who are not PSA experts. The program
PRISIM is practically free of PSA jargon and can be operated
by using only a few keyboard keys. The program was written
for USNRC resident inspectors and is plant specific.

Even though the program was written for NRC inspectors
it has many features of an OSMS system. A general
description of the program is provided in Appendix A.8 of
this report.
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6. OUTLOOK

It was pointed out in the discussions during the
Technical Committee Meeting that the user interface and the
way a PSA based OSMS system is integrated in a nuclear
installation will determine most of the features of the
system. Also a number of specific areas where technical
improvements for the elements of such a system are desirable
were identified:

The scope of operational modes considered in the PSA
should be extended to refuelling periods and normal
transient operation.
The development of an efficient PC program for fault
tree and event tree analysis necessitates still some
effort to improve existing analysis algorithms in order
to reduce both run-time and memory requirements. At
present a mainframe computer is occasionally still
needed for very complex problems due to the actual
limitations of PC's. The rapid evolution of PC's however
is likely to make it possible to run most problems on
PC's in the near future. Examples of activities that may
require a mainframe computer are the determination of
minimal cutsets and uncertainty analysis. These
activities in turn necessitate an effective linking
module.
Further areas for improvements are systematic
sensitivity analysis and common mode / common cause
susceptibility assessment. Consideration of maintenance,
test and repair schedules requires detailed time
dependent probability models.
More intensive use of networking capabilities should be
made to provide features like:
o Linking of PC to a central data bank,
o Linking among PC's,
o Linking modules to download new or updated systems

and other data to individual users PC.
o Network capability within a plant and possibly

directly among plants.
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Appendix A.I.
MICRO-COMPUTER FAULT TREE PROGRAM
AS A TOOL FOR DEFINING PROBLEMS

A. WILD
Atomic Energy Control Board,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Abstract

Numerical results from fault tree analyses are important, but the
information on the logic of system failures is often even more
important. It is also known that a major source of errors is an
improper understanding of the factors affecting the performance
and reliability of a system, and therefore fault tree analyses
should be reviewed not only by experts in probabilistic
techniques, but also by specialist in other related fields, such
as nucleonics. Of paramount importance is also comparison of the
fault tree logic with actual operating experience. Because fault
trees are generaly large, retrieval of information requires a
suitable computer tool which should also allow some speculative
analyses {"what-if-,.").
A great problem in fault tree analysis is identification of
cross-links. Cross-links are often missed if a fault tree
becomes too big to handle and it is prematurely truncated so that
cross-links due to support systems are overlooked. Or, the eventcoding scheme is not sufficiently defined and it is notrecognized that the same factor appears on several locations of a
fault tree, use of a computer tool with extensive search and
scan capabilities increases the chances for proper identification
of cross-links.
A suitable computer tool also reduces errors in coding of events
as coding and input of fault tree data does not need to be
considered a separate task, but becomes a part of the fault tree
development. Also, during the design of the fault tree the
analyst can directly review and restructure the tree so a better
insight can be obtained in the ways a system can fail.
TREE-MASTER is an example of a Fault Tree handling system for
personal micro-computers which performs the tasks mentioned
above. It can be used in a simple way, or a sophisticated way,
depending on the needs and the experience of the user. Its
analytical abilities are sufficient for the majority of tasks,
but if needed its capabilities can be expanded by customized
overlays, and it can act as a front end for programs on main
frame computers.

INTRODUCTION
Numerical results from fault tree analyses are important, but the
information on the logic of system failures is often event more
important. it is also known that a major source of errors in
fault tree analyses is an improper understanding of the factors
affecting the performance and reliability of a system. In order
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to gain the necessary confidence in a analysis, the logic of the
fault tree must be open for review, not only at the time of the
analysis, but also later during the operational stage.This later
review also indirectly increases the operational safety by
increasing the awareness of the existence of some problems orsafety features.
Fault trees for actual systems are usually large and must be
handled by computers. The majority of computer codes for fault
trees are codes for numerical solutions. As a result, most
analysts believe that using fault trees as a logical1" tool would
be nice, but it is not feasible - or at least it is impractical.
The purpose of this paper is to show that the use of the fault
tree as a logical tool is both necessary and feasible. A program
designed for IBM-PC family of microcomputers (or compatibles)called TREE-MASTER will be used to demonstrate the practicalityof this approach.
Before proceeding further, it is important to note that the TREE-
MASTER program is used only as an example. It is the policy ofthe Atomic Energy Control Board in Canada not to define the
analytical methods used by licencees in submissions to support an
application for issuing or renewing a licence. Selection of
methods and development of analytical tools is the responsibility
of the licencee. Although the AECB staff uses TREE-MASTER for
some tasks related to licensing, this must not be interpreted as
a recommendation or endorsement of this particular computer
program. However, it is the view of AECB that the logic of system
failures is important, and information on it contained in fault
trees should be easily retrievable and comparable with operating
experience.

FAULT TREE AS A TOOL FOR LOGICAL ANALYSIS

Modern nuclear power stations have two characteristics which make
the fault tree analysis difficult. It is their complexity, and
also the impossibility to define in general what constitutes
conservative assumptions or design requirements from the safety
viewpoint.
Design and operation of a modern nuclear power station requires
involvement of specialists from many disciplines. It is
unreasonable to assume that a specialist in fault tree analysis
can properly understand the intricacies of problems of all the
different disciplines. The analyst therefore has to discuss the
development of the fault tree with designers and specialists in
other fields. Of paramount importance is also comparison of the
fault tree logic with operating experience.
Fault tree analysis must be performed to a considerable depth as
it is often impossible to make simplifying "conservative"
assumptions. E.g. it is not clear whether tripping primary heat
transport pumps in the case of LOCA is detrimental or beneficial
from the viewpoint of consequences. Also, requirements on systems
in nuclear power stations are often contradictory. E.g. a dousing
system must reliably perform its function if a steam line breaks
inside the containment, but it must not operate spuriously - as
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splashing the reactor may represent a safety hazard by itself.
Fault trees used in safety analysis of nuclear power plants are
therefore large, and proper definition of the problems involvedmay require constructing a fault tree with multiple top events
(e.g. "system fails" and "system functions spuriously"c).
Handling large fault trees without the aid of a computer tool is
difficult and prone to errors. However, in order to be useful,
the computer tool must be readily available, and it must be easy
to use also by non-specialist in fault tree analysis.
TREE-MASTER satisfies those requirements. It uses a pseudo-
graphic display of the fault tree and therefore it can run on any
IBM-PC or compatible without having to worry about the
incompatibility of graphic displays. It can be used in a simple
way or a sophisticated way, depending on the needs and the
experience of the user, and it can be controlled either by
commands, or using menus. It can process trees with up to 3900
events. The trees can have multiple top events and may include
also NOT-gates and special SUMMATION-gates. TREE-MASTER has
extensive searching capabilities so it is not difficult to
identify which problems were addressed by a particular fault tree
and which were left out. It can partition and restructure the
tree so that particular aspects of a problem can be heighlighted.
And fault trees can be printed on a standard printer in the form
of skeletons with only event codes, or trees with full
descriptions. if the analyst requires a true fault tree plot, an
overlay routine can control a desk top plotter, or it can produce
a plot control file which may be submitted to a remote computer
centre for plotting on large paper. TREE-MASTER is also suitable
for some speculative analyses ("what-if-..") which are useful
mainly for evaluation of cross-links.

HANDLING OF CROSS-LINKS

One of the main strengths of fault tree analysis is
identification of cross-links. However, cross-links are often
missed if a fault tree becomes too big to handle and it is
prematurely truncated so that cross-links due to support systems
are overlooked. Or, if the event coding scheme is not
sufficiently defined and it is not recognized that the same
event (factor) appears on several locations of a fault tree. Use
of TREE-MASTER, or a similar computer tool, with extensive search
and scan capabilities greatly increases the chances for proper
identification of cross-links which appear in the fault tree as
replicated events.
However, identification of cross-links is only one of the tasks
involving fault trees. Another, very important task, is a proper
assessment of the importance of those cross-links. Cross-links
are not always detrimental. In some cases they may improve the
system reliability by decreasing the number of parts in the
system. Optimization of redundancy in systems with contradicting
requirements - such as a dousing system - requires a careful
consideration of the logic of system failures and often involves
a trial analysis of several configuration.
TREE-MASTER assists the analysts in handling cross-links by
scanning for branches without replicated events, scanning for
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self-contained branches (without replicated events occuring also
in other branches), and by tracing the occurrence of replicated
events. Identification of various events related to the same
physical item, e.g. a valve, is simplified by searches for an
occurrence of a string of characters in event codes or event
descriptions.
Evaluation of effects of events that have already happened is
useful to enhance proper understanding of fault tree logic.During this process, some selected events are designated as
"houses" (events which have already occurred). TREE-MASTER
subsequently either marks the path of consequences, or
restructures the fault tree to account for the effects of these
"houses" .
Appreciation of the impact of cross-links is assisted by logical
reduction (restructuring) which is a graphic analogy of Boolean
algebra. TREE-MASTER can also search for singletons (events
which can cause the occurrence of the top event by themselves)
and doubletons (combinations of two events sufficient to cause
the occurrence of the top event).
Use of a suitable computer tool, such as TREE-MASTER, allows the
analyst to deal with cross-links directly, without simplifying
assumptions and without the need to resort to approximate
techniques, such as beta-factors or its derivatives. Applying a
statistical experience from another plant - or a group of plants
- to the assessment of the effects of cross-links in a newly
designed plant may lead to serious errors. Cross-links very often
originate in support systems and even if the nuclear reactors may
be identical, the balance of the plant on a different location is
likely sufficiently different to warrant a separate analysis.

COMMON EVENTS

Fires, floods, explosions and other similar events which can
affect simultaneously several systems form a special category of
cross-links. Evaluation of these "common events" should form an
integral parts of PSA's as they may lead to severe accidents by
both initiating a failure and also impairing mitigation of
consequences.
Several special techniques for analysis of common events exist.
Most of these techniques (beta-factor, Marshall-Olkin, and
others) have built-in assumptions which may not be valid for a
particular analysis. Also, the presentation of results does not
usually form a suitable basis for decisions on improvements if
these are needed.
Fault trees offer the possibility of analyzing effects of common
events in a way which can be easily understood and does not
suffer from hidden assumptions which could invalidate the
results. A common event is simply considered just another causefor failure of the affected systems. It is depicted in the fault
tree as a replicated event. Its occurrence may be numerous and
this may create difficulties if a suitable fault tree handling
system is not used.
TREE-MASTER accepts for each event a definition of a "dot-
identifier" which can be set either from the input file or
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interactively. Handling of these identifiers is done by overlays
which gives the user the opportunity to define the meaning of the
"dot-identifier". When the overlay is used for handling common
events, the same "dot-identifier" is assigned to fault tree
events representing the failures of systems affected by a
particular common event (e.g. fire in fire zone XY ). The overlay
then scans for events with a given identifier, traces effects of
occurrences of those events, replaces those events by "houses"
(events which have happened), or expands each marked event in a
OR-gate consisting of the marked event and the corresponding
"common event". The modified or expanded fault tree showing the
"common event" can be afterwards processed as a normal fault
tree.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe the details of
use of TREE-MASTER. The objective is to show that the use of
fault trees as a logical tool is not only desirable, but it is
also feasible.

NUMERICAL EVALUATION

The emphasis on the use of fault trees as a logical tool does not
mean that numerical evaluation is not considered important.
However, it should be realized that direct numerical evaluation
of fault trees is possible only if the occurrence of the top
event depends only on which events occurred, and not on the
sequence in which they occurred. Also, if a fault tree contains
replicated events, it is impossible to use arithmetic solutions.
The capability of TREE-MASTER to partition and restructure fault
trees is often of considerable value.
Numerical evaluation capabilities of TREE-MASTER are limited to
assessment of mean value of probabilities (unavailabilities). The
routine starts with listing of input data, followed by an
arithmetic evaluation of gates without replicated events. The
rest of the gates is evaluated by a Monte Carlo simulation.
Application of a special "dagger" algorithm makes the simulation
surprisingly fast. Simulation ends after achieving a
predetermined number of top event lapses. The progress of
simulation is displayed on the screen so that the analyst may
interrupt the simulation, or increase its run time as necessary.
All listings can be either displayed on the screen only, sent to
the printer, or placed in a computer file which may be used by a
word processor and incorporated directly in reports.
For some analyses the evaluation capabilities of TREE-MASTER may
be not sufficient. In those cases special overlays can be used
which will prepare input files for other programs, including
programs on main frames.
The numerical values of probabilities are useful mainly for
comparisons. To assist in the use of comparative values, TREE-
MASTER has a companion program TMIMPORT which calculates for
basic events in the tree the Risk Achievement Worth and also theRisk Reduction Worth. The Risk Achievement Wort (Probability
Increase Coefficient) defines how many times the probability of
the top event increases if a particular event occurs (which is
useful for maintenance planning), and the Risk Reduction Worth
(Probability Decrease Coefficient) defines how many times the
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probability of the top event will decrease if the particularbasic event occurs (which is useful mainly during the design
stage). The output of TMIMPORT may be sorted and limited to the
most important events, and the calculations can be done also for
a case when some event has already occurred. The input file for
TMIMPORT can be prepared for smaller trees by another TREE-MASTER
companion program called TMSET, or - for large trees - by a
conversion of the output from a main frame minimal cut-sets
program, such as SETS, for which in turn the input file is
prepared by TREE-MASTER.
Cooperation of TREE-MASTER with other programs was mentioned to
illustrate that to look at a fault only as a logical tool would
be wrong. But it is also not proper to look at a fault tree only
as a tool for numerical evaluations.

CONCLUSION

Fault tree is a useful tool for logical definition of problems.
Many analysts overlook this possibility and use the fault tree
only for numerical assessments. One reason for this situation is
the lack of suitable computer programs for logical handling of
the tree, with an abundance of computer programs for numerical
evaluations. However, development and use of programs for logical
handling of fault trees is both advantageous and feasible and it
should be encouraged.
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Appendix A.2.
USE OF THE RELVEC CODE IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
OPERATIONAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT

J. JÄRVINEN, U. PULKKINEN, I. NIEMELÄ
Electrical Engineering Laboratory,
Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT),
Espoo, Finland

Abstract

The utilization of the results and information contained in the
Probabilistic Safety Analysis-models (PSA) and the results of PRA
analysis in nuclear power plant safety management has become an actual
problem after the completion of several PSA analyses. PSA-models
include a huge amount of exhaustive information on the plants'
technical systems and the designed response against the incidences at
plant and system level. Traditionally this information has been used
only in minor extent in future analysis of plant safety. More or less
this information has been used in daily management of nuclear power
plant safety. Continuous development of reliability analysis tools has
allowed to use the plant models in microcomputers in an efficient way.
This paper describes the properties and advantages of the RELVEC
reliability analysis code in risk assessment and especially in
operational safety management. RELVEC has been developed in Technical
Research Centre of Finland (VTT) during 1980-1985. The code is
available on IBM-PC and compatible microcomputers and also in VAX and
CYBER computers. Reliability calculations with RELVEC are based on
boolean algebra and minimal cut set technique. The special properties
of RELVEC are related to the component dependency options. The
dependency analysis option and its applications is described and its
properties are demonstrated. The dependency option is especially
suitable in maintenance and repair policy assessments and and it can be
used in various ways in external event analysis and as a tool for
finding dependencies between systems and components. The flexible
properties of RELVEC in safety related technical specifications
assessment are also discussed. For example conditional failure
probabilities given the unavailability of one or more redundant trains
can be analysed using the flexible model editing facility of RELVEC.
RELVEC has been used in several cases concerning the re-evaluation of
safety technical specifications at the TVO Nuclear power plant and in
some case studies in external event analyses. The applicability,
efficiency and flexibility of RELVEC has been manifested in these
applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the properties of RELVEC reliability analysis
computer code and the advanced use of RELVEC PSA-model in sophisticated
reliability assessments /!/. The features of system modelling
techniques using microcompurer version and the special properties of
dependency assessment will be described in detail. The application of
RELVEC- PSA model will be demonstrated and the ideas of using these
features for operational safety assessment is presented. RELVEC code
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has been applied in analyses of safety related technical specifications
and in risk and availability analyses of power plants and chemical
process plants /2/-/5/.

2. DESCRIPTION OF RELVEC

RELVEC is a reliability analysis tool developed originally for
distributed control system reliability and availability analysis.
RELVEC is based on task-oriented modelling, which allows the user to
model in a simple way very complicated systems. In addition to the new
technique also the traditional reliability block diagram and fault tree
based modelling methods are possible.

RELVEC is available for IBM-PC/AT/XT and compatible microcomputers with
512 Kbytes memory and arithmetic coprocessor. In addition RELVEC is
available for VAX, CYBER and NORSKDATÂ computers.

The overall view of the reliability characteristics of a plant or an in
depth analysis of the reliability characteristics of any of the
analysed system tasks can be performed interactivily by RELVEC. The
main features and output»alternatives are presented in figure 1.

LIC1233TIC1211
PUMPBOILER

RELVEC

-* AVAILABILITY
RELIABILITY

-> MTBF ————
-» DOWN TIME ——

COMPONENT IMP.
MEASURES

-» REPAIR INFORM.
SENSITIVITY
ANALYSIS

LIC1120
LIC1120 + LIC1121

-Fr Httr Dly Beta

FIG.1. Inputs and outputs of the RELVEC code.

2.1 System and component models
The reliability models e.g. fault trees can be created by RELVEC using
full screen text editor. The reliability model, i.e. the connection
file, is easy to edit and maintain. Comments and clarifying lines are
also allowed. RELVEC allowes the user to model the entire system only
once and then he may add any number of operational requirements into
the system. Different success criterias as well as power levels can be
modelled and added to the connection file. The reliability models can
be constructed using "and", "or" and majority gate.
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In RELVEC there are two types of component data: reliability parameters
and dependency data. Failure data of components is placed to a separate
data file, which is created interactively. The model can be evaluated
using several alternative data files. The possible reliability
parameters for each component are:

- Failure rate or Failure ratio (Fr)
- Mean time to repair MTTR
- Constant or exponentially distributed delay Dly

In common PSA applications only failure ratio (unavailability) is used.
RELVEC allowes also the use of mean time dependent unavailabilities in
component models. This feature is extremely useful when the mean
unavailability of the system containing running components or the
impact of test interval is assessed.
The dependency data consist of the list containing different factors
which can have dependency between components. Each component may have
following factors for dependency analysis:

- Room e.g. location of component
- Human e.g. maintenance and test group
- Similarity e.g. component type
- Producer e.g. manufacturer of component
- Extra

Dependency data includes also the parameters of common cause failure
model ß2, ßoand ß» . The parameters can be defined respectively for
the above dependency factors. Beta parameters for douple, triple and
quadruple failures are used to represent the multiple common cause
failure probabilities. The user can also define own dependency factors
instead of the above mentioned. These special feature can be used for
extensive dependency analysis both in qualitative and quantitative
approaches.

2.2 Quantitative reliability analysis
Quantitative reliability analysis is based on Boolean algebra and
minimal cut set techniques. The fast algorithm of RELVEC finds the
minimal cut sets by modularizing the system. Modularization minimize
the CPU time and use of memory. The cut set file is also modularized in
order to store the cut set files in smallest possible file space. The
abandoning of cut sets is based solely on the cut set length and no
numerical unavailability limit can be defined. However, the user may
drop the less important cut sets during the reliability calculations.
The maximum length of minimal cut sets is 8 components, which is
sufficient in most practical purposes.

With RELVEC the user can obtain following quantitative measures:
- unreliability over mission time
- mean unavailability over mission time
- mean time between failures
- mean down time
- equivalent failure rate and mean time to repair
- component importance measures (for reliability and availa-
bility)

- cut set importance measures (for reliability and availabil-
ity)
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- summary of expected number of failures with confidence
bounds

All these measures may be calculated both including or excluding common
cause failures.

RELVEC has extensive capabilities for sensitivity analysis which can be
performed with respect to the following parameters:

- Mean time to repair MTTR
- Failure rate or Failure ratio Fr
- allowed down time D
- CCF-beta parameters ßi, ß2 and ßa

The output of RELVEC calculations are in illustrative form and some of
them are included in small example case in appendix 1.

3. APPLICATION OF RELVEC IN PSA

All the different tasks of modern PSA can be performed interactively
with RELVEC due to its fast algorithms. All the features described in
previous chapter are available. This allows the analyst to perform an
extensive reliability review of the plant.

Fault trees can be constructed and edited with flexible screen editor
and they can be easily maintained. Separate fault trees from different
files can be easily combined by MS-DOS operating system commands. Event
trees can be modelled explicitly by combining fault trees within same
connection file.
The reliability data files are easily input and edited . The code
prompts interactively the data for every component and it gives an
flexible opportunity to write data for component groups or dependency
groups at same time. The data file can also be applied for other
analysis with corresponding component and basic event naming.

The amount of minimal cut sets in PSA studies is always very high. The
cut set files can be modified by truncating those cut sets which are
below a user specified unavailability limit. The length of minimal cut
sets can also be restricted between 1 to 8.
Several different types of quantitative results can be achieved using
RELVEC. The most important in PSA applications are system
unavailabilities and importances of components and cut sets. In
addition RELVEC can be applied to sensitivity studies with respect of
reliability parameters. Sensitivity analyses can be addressed to
parameters of individual components, component groups or dependency
groups.
RELVEC applications for dependency analysis are efficient. RELVEC
allows user to find the dependencies between systems. After defining
the dependency factors the user can find the cut sets effected by the
same dependency factor, for example component location, fire zone etc..
This can be done using RELVEC^s dependency option. The dependency
option is also applicable to find the unavailability contribution of
the total unavailability for specific dependency group or all
dependency groups together. Dependency analysis features are especially
useful in external event analysis e.g. fires and floods.
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The presented dependency properties require of course more input to the
PSA models compared to the traditional PSÂ models. This information is
valuable and it can also be used in various way in operational safety
management. It is also possible to determine the dependency classes in
user specified way. This allows the analyst to concentrate his efforts
upon specific tasks.
RELVEC reliability and dependency data files can be utilized as a
component library containing all the relevant properties of component.
The structure of this data hierarghy is presented in figure 2.

RELIABILITY MODEL

RELIABILITY DATA DEPENDENCY DATA

Failure
rate

Mean time
to repair

Delay

LOCATION HUMAN SIMILARITY PRODUCER EXTRA

LocatJLot! 1
' ,

/ i
' t

1
Location 2 (

Location n

Pro due.er l
\ 1
\

Producer 2

Producer n

FIG.2. Hierarchy of the RELVEC reliability data files.

4. APPLICATION OF RELVEC PSA-MODEL IN OPERATIONAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT

PSA models can be used for many practical purposes in operational
safety management. Important subjects to be analysed in connection with
safety decision making are safety related technical specifications,
repair policies and testing and maintenance arrangements.

Normally PSA models contains fault trees at system level and event
trees at plant level. Basic events of fault trees contain hardware
failures, human failures, maintenance and test activities and common
cause failures. Intersystem dependencies are often modelled explicitly
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in fault trees and component dependencies are treated explicitly or
they are modelled with parametric common cause failure models. All
these PSA steps can be performed by RELVEC.

Usually PSA models contain lot of information about functional
interactions between systems at different accident sequences. Due to
the massive amount of information in PSA models their use has been
difficult at plants safety management which usually requires fast
decisions and actions related to the plant operation. In the following
text possibilities to use RELVEC in some practical decision making are
demonstrated.

Safety related technical specifications limit the use of plant
operation during some failures of safety related systems and set limits
to the preventive maintenance and allowed repair times of critical
components etc. Technical specifications are often based on
deterministic judgements and probabilistic reliability based
quantitative approaches have not yet been applied directly to plant
operation. After completion of several PSA studies and further
development of respective methods the application of PSA methods in
re-evaluating of safety technical specifications have become actual
/6/. In more complicated systems problems arise in the cases where
safety related technical specifications require a shutdown of the plant
after the failure has been observed in a system which is required in
the shutdown. In such cases the reliability analysis of successful shut
down become tedious. The use of interactive code becomes essential due
to many alternatives to be analysed. In the comparison of different
alternatives the importance measures of systems and components (risk
reduction worth and risk achievment worth) are needed. Because of the
interactive nature of RELVEC these subtasks are easily performed
without any extensive changes of data and fault tree files.

RELVEC PSA model applications to repair and preventive maintenance
policy verification are efficient due to the dependency option. If some
interesting components are included into the dependency data with test
arrangements and test timing the model can be used for the verification
of maintenance routines. For example you can find those cut set of the
system or systems which are included to the above mentioned
dependencies. After identification of such cut sets test and
maintenance arrangements can be changed in such way that the
realization of cut set is impossible.

The impact of the test interval of individual components on the total
system unavailability has to be analysed in some considerations
connected with safety related decision making. This is done easily by
giving the stand by failure rate to the studied component and to
calculate the system unavailability using the parameter mean time to
repair divided by two as a test interval. This can also be done by
calculating the total unavailability using the mission time as a test
interval for specific component whose repair time is not determined.

The RELVEC dependency option can also be used for detecting possible
dependent failures caused by some dependent factor after having
observed failure in one component. This is done simply by listing all
the minimal cut sets or Individual components which are affected by
the corresponding factor.
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These minor examples show that RELVEC PSA-models have been used and can
be applied in various ways in sophisticated reliability assessments and
the daily operational safety management of nuclear power plant. It is
obvious that these examples demonstrate only a small portion of the
total available possibilities of RELVEC code in NPP reliability and
safety related research. We conclude that it is more a question of the
awareness of the analyst to use RELVEC more than a question of
shortage of available methods and computer codes.
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Appendix 1
RELVEC EXAMPLE RUN

This example describes some of the features of RELVEC reliability analysis tool.
The example system illustrates a hypothetical two redundant emergency feed water
system. The example runs describe to capabilities or RELVEC in nuclear power plant
operational safety management.

The following text is directly the communication and output of RELVEC- code. The
commands of the user are placed after each question mark (?) and the clarifying
comments to this example are made in thickened style.

Command ? LCO (list connections)

EXAMPLE C O N N E C T I O N S
******************************

1 - **********************************************************
2 -* EXAMPLE MODEL FOR THE IAEA EXPERT MEETING *
3 -* WIEN 16-20.3.1987 *
4 -* EMERGENCY FEED WATER SYSTEM WITH TWO REDUNDANT TRAINS *
5 _* *
6 _***********************************************************
7 -
8 - FAULT TREE FOR THE TOTAL SYSTEM
9 -
10 EFWS = TRAIN1 * TRAIN2 * - and
11 - + - or
12 - PROCESS SYSTEMS FAULT TREES
13 -
14 TRAIN1 = PUMPSYS1+CVALVESYS1+MVALVESYS1
15 PUMPSYS1=PUMP1-WALVEVG1+TANKVG20+ELECT1
16 CVALVESYS1- VALVEC11+FLOWCONT1+ELECT11
17 MVALVESYS1- VALVEM12+ELECT11
18 -
19 TRAIN2 = PUMPSYS2-fCVALVESYS2+MVALVESYS2
20 PUMPSYS2=PUMP2-WALVEVG2+TANKVG20+ELECT2
21 CVALVESYS2= VALVEC21+FLOWCONT2+ELECT21
22 MVALVESYS2= VALVEM22+ELECT21
23 -
24 - ELECTRIC SYSTEMS FAULT TREES
25 -
26 ELECT1 = BUS1*BUS2
27 ELECT11 - ELECT1*BATTERY1
28 -
29 ELECT2 = BUS1*BUS2
30 ELECT21 = ELECT2*BATTERY2
31 -
32 BUS1= TRANSFORM1+DG1
33 BUS2= TRANSFORM2+DG2
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Component data are presented in the following list. The constant failure rates
(unavailabilities) and the dependency factors are presented. Several output options
of specific files are possible in REUT EC and they can be activated by special
characters e.g $ and +. The extra group is used for electricity cable channels.

Command ? LDA,$ (list data)

EXAMPLE C O M P O N E N T D A T A failure logic

COMPONENT Fr Mttr
BATTERY1
BATTERY2

DG1
DG2

FLOWCONT1
FLOWCONT2

PUMP1
PUMP 2

TANKVG20

TRANSFORM!
TRANSFORM2

VALVEC11
VALVEC21

VALVEM12
VALVEM22

VALVEVG1
VALVEVG2

-l.OE-05
-l.OE-05

-5.0E-03
-5.0E-03

-1 . OE-06
-l.OE-06

-l.OE-03
-l.OE-03

-l.OE-06

-l.OE-04
-l.OE-04

-5.0E-04
-5.0E-04

-5.0E-04
-5 . OE-04

-5.0E-04
-5. OE-04

NO REP
NO REP

NO REP
NO REP

NO REP
NO REP

NO REP
NO REP

NO REP

NO REP
NO REP

NO REP
NO REP

NO REP
NO REP

NO REP
NO REP

Dly Room Hum Sim Pro Ext

1
1
2
2

3
4

3
4

2
2

3
3

4
4

1
1

2
2

4
4

1
1

34
34

31
31

3
4

3
4

5
5

3
3

1
1

4
4

2
2

2
2

2
2

3
3

2
2

1
1

1
1

3
3

35
35

34
34

35
35
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Common cause failure parameters are presented for each rependency factor. In this
example dependencies exists only between two component a. The dependency
deacribtions for each dependency group is also presented.

Command ? LBE.A (list beta)

EXAMPLE B E T A F A C T O R S (percent)

DEPENDENCY Beta2 Beta3 Beta4

Room 0.10 0.00 0.00
Human 0.10 0.00 0.00
Similarity 0.10 0.00 0.00
Producer 0.10 0.00 0.00
Extra 0.10 0.00 0.00

Descriptions for Room
1 ROOM1
2 ROOM2
3 ROOM3
4 ROOM4
5 ROOMS

31 ROOM31

Descriptions for Human
1 MAINTENANCE GROUP 1
2 MAINTENANCE GROUP2
3 MAINTENANCE GROUP 3
4 MAINTENANCE GROUP4

Descriptions for Similarity

1 RADIAL PUMP
2 TRANSFORMER 6 KV / 0.4 KV
3 MOTOR OPERATED VALVE
4 DIESEL GENERATOR

Descriptions for Producer

1 EQUIPMENT CORP.
2 SMITH & JONES ELECTRIC Ltd.
3 VALVETECH Ltd.
4 DIESEL COMPANY Ltd.

Descriptions for Extra

34 CABLE TUNNEL 34
35 CABLE TUNNEL 35
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Minimal cut sets can be solved for each task separately. In this example the cut
sets are solved on the KFWS connection.

Command ? MIN,EFWS,5 (minimal, task, lenght)

Name of cut sets ? EMERGENCY FEED

SET LENGTH
AMOUNT

2
29

3
0

4
0

5
0

Total number of cut sets 30.

Quantification of minimal cut sets is done by command REL with several options.
In this case the quantification is done from the availability point of view. The
listing presents the unavailabilities of cut sets and the corresponding probability
cont ribut ions.

Command ? REL,100,A (reliability, mission time, option)

EXAMPLE / EMERGENCY FEED

R E L I A B I L I T Y T= 100.0 shortest

CUT SET UN AVAIL % CUMULATIVE

30
1
6

28
29

2
3
5

11
16
21

7
8

10
12
13
15
17
18
20
27

4
26

9
14
19
22
23
25
24

DG1
TANKVG20
PUMP1
DG1
TRANSFORM!
VALVEVG1
VALVEC11
VALVEM12
PUHP1
PUMP1
PUMP1
VALVEVG1
VALVEC11
VALVEM12
VALVEVG1
VALVEC11
VALVEM12
VALVEVG1
VALVEC11
VALVEM12
TRANSFORM!
FLOWCONT1
PUMP1
FLOWCONT1
FLOWCONT1
FLOWCONT1
VALVEVG1
VALVEC11
VALVEM12
FLOWCONT1

DG2

PUMP2
TRANSFORM2
DG2
PUMP2
PUMP2
PUMP 2
VALVEC21
VALVEM22
VALVEVG2
VALVEC21
VALVEC21
VALVEC21
VALVEM22
VALVEM22
VALVEM22
VALVEVG2
VALVEVG2
VALVEVG2
TRANSFORM2
PUMP 2
FLOWCONT2
VALVEC21
VALVEM22
VALVEVG2
FLOWCONT2
FLOWCONT2
FLOWCONT2
FLOWCONT2

2.50E-05
l.OOE-06
1 .OOE-06
5.00E-07
5.00E-07
5.00E-07
5.00E-07
5.00E-07
5.00E-07
5.00E-07
5.00E-07
2.50E-07
2.50E-07
2.50E-07
2.50E-07
2.50E-07
2.50E-07
2.50E-07
2.50E-07
2.50E-07
1 .OOE-08
l.OOE-09
1 .OOE-09
5.00E-10
5.00E-10
5.00E-10
5.00E-10
5.00E-10
5.00E-10
l.OOE-12

75.15
3.01
3.01
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

75.15
78.16
81.17
82.67
84.17
85.68
87.18
88.68
90.18
91.69
93.19
93.94
94.69
95.45
96.20
96.95
97.70
98.45
99.20
99.95
99.98
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

A = 0.999967 1-A = 3.327E-005 DT 0.29 H/YEAR
**************************************************************************
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The minimal cut set can be solved for each task, separately. In this example the cut
sets are solved on the TRAIN1. Totally 7 cut sets exists in this system. In the
second phase the reliability of this TRAIN1 system is calculated. This result is
the unavailability of the EFWS given that TRA.IN2 is out of servi se. Mission time is
out of interest because only the constant unavailabilities are used.
Command ? MIN,TRAIN1,5 (minimal, task, lenght)

Name of cut sets ? TRAIN1

S E T LENGTH 1 2 3 4 5
AMOUNT 6 4 0 0 0

Total number of cut sets 10.
Command ? REL.100 (reliability, mission time)

EXAMPLE / TRAIN1

R E L I A B I L I T Y T = 100.0 shortest
*********************

A = 0.997472 1-A = 2.528E-003 DT 22.15 H/YEAR

The cut sets of the system EFWS are returned to the default cut set file.
Command ? MIN,EFWS,4

Name of cut sets ? EMERGENCY FEED

S E T LENGTH 1 2 3 4
AMOUNT 1 29 0 0

Total number of cut sets 30.

The following listing present the cababilities to search the minimal cut sets
with same dependency group. This is done for the dependency group human 3. The
unavailability is calculated with the CCF parameters.
Command ? REL,100,LH3 (rel, mission time, list of sets with human group 3)
EXAMPLE / EMERGENCY FEED

R E L I A B I L I T Y CMF « Huma3 T = 100.0 shortest
*********************

CUT SET UNREL. UNAVAIL. Human3

3* VALVEC11
6* PUMP1
8* VALVEC11

11* PUMP1

PUMP2
PUMP 2
VALVEC21
VALVEC21

——— 1.25E-06
——— 2.00E-06
——— 7.50E-07
——— 1.25E-06

3
3
3
3

A = 0.999964 1-A = 3.627E-005 DT 0.32 H/YEAR
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The following example presents the procedure for test Interval evaluation of
stand-by pumps. The data is modified from failure ratio IE-3 to failure rate 5E-6.

Command ? MDA (modifie data)

mda ? F.5E-6.PUMP (failure rate, new data, pumps)

Sensitivity alalysis is one of the possible approaches. The test interval is
varies from 72 hours to 7200 hours and the correspondig unavailabilities are
presented.

Command Î SEN,720,PUMP ,T (sen, mission time, pumps, varied parameter time)

EXAMPLE / EMERGENCY FEED

S E N S I T I V I T Y T =• 720.0 shortest

MTBF
TIME of 4TOTAL SYS

0.1-
I

0.2-
I

0.5-
I

1.0-
I

2.2-
I

4.6-
I

10-
I -----

0.1

+ _ ——
I

+ I —
I

4- I —
I

+ _ —
I

1, T ____ __

I
+ I ———

I
+ ———

I — — ___.«T _»__ _«.—«_• _T ^ — — _.— — T

0.3 1.0 3.0 10

2.98E-005

3.06E-005

3.27ET005

3.90E-005

6.10E-005

1.47E-004

5.15E-004

RELATIVE UNAVAIL (+) AND ÜNREL (*)

Sensitivity of availability 1.2577
Data is modified to the initial value

Command ? MDA

mda ? F.-1E-3.PUMP
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Dependency data file can be used as a coaponent library and the following list
presents those components which are located to the room 4.

Command ? LDA./R4 (list data , components in ROOM 4.)

FLOWCONT2 -l.OE-06 NO REP
R4 ROOM4

PUMP2 -3.0E-03 NO REP
R4 ROOM4
H3 MAINTENANCE GROUP3
51 RADIAL PUMP
PI EQUIPMENT CORP.
E34 CABLE TUNNEL 34

VALVEC21 -5.0E-04 NO REP
R4 ROOM4
H3 MAINTENANCE GROUP3
52 TRANSFORMER 6 KV / 0.4 KV
Pi EQUIPMENT CORP.
E35 CABLE TUNNEL 35

VALVEM22 -5.0E-04 NO REP
R4 ROOM4
HI MAINTENANCE GROUP1
S2 TRANSFORMER 6 KV / 0.4 KV
PI EQUIPMENT CORP.
E34 CABLE TUNNEL 34

Following listing presents those cut sets which are lost during a cable
fire in cable tunnel 34.

Command ? REL,100,LE34 (rel, mission time, listing of EXTRA dependency 34)

EXAMPLE / EMERGENCY FEED

R E L I A B I L I T Y CMF = Extr34 T = 100.0 shortest
*********************

CUT SET

5* VALVEM12
6* PUMP1

15* VALVEM12
16* PUMPl

UNREL. UNAVAIL. Extra34

PUMP2
PUMP 2
VALVEM22
VALVEM22

3.25E-06
1.20E-05
7.50E-07
3.25E-06

34
34
34
34

0.999946 1-A = 5.427E-005 DT 0.48 H/YEAR
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Appendix A.3.
REQUIREMENTS AND METHODS FOR A COMPUTER BASED
INFORMATION SYSTEM ON SAFETY PARAMETERS AND
PSA FOR OPERATIONAL NPP SAFETY MANAGEMENT

H.-P. BALFANZ
Technischer Überwachungs-Verein Norddeutschland e.V.,
Hamburg

G. BECKER
Institut für Kerntechnik,
Technische Universität Berlin,
Berlin

Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

Based on a high level of probabilistic safety analyses of
safety features prepared during licensing procedures of modern
German NPP's it is intended to build a computer based information
system on PSA as well as on safety parameters for NPP safety
management purposes.
The objectives of this information system are:
- A fast information system on all safety relevant features

of systems and components supported by PSA methods to assess
plant modifications, maintenance and test procedures.

- A management tool to assess the actual safety plant state
due to abnormal events, e.g. safety component failures.

For this purpose the system contains a data bank incorporating
- safety relevant system and component data,
- system flow charts,
- fault trees,
- event trees,
- reliability data.
The management tasks of this system are:
- processing and displaying of selected system and component
data as requested by the user (plant managers) e.g. of
components of actual interest,

- a graphic presentation of selected flow charts, fault and
event trees as requested,

- a computer program for requantifying modified fault trees.
For plant management and easy understanding purpose, information
on probabilistic analyses will be illustrated as near to
the actual system structure of the plant concerned as possible.
More over, and for matters of understanding safety system
performance and its importance, the requirements and assumptions
of analyses as well as input and output data will be shown.
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The illustrations of event trees are being provided to show
the structure of system functions and fault trees due to
abnormal events and accident sequences.
The information system can be used for qualitative and quantitative
information.
Furthermore this system permits updating if required, in
accordance with the actual plant situation and experience
by modifying the input data or adding new information into
the data bank.

1. Aspects of the Development of a Computerized Safe-
ty Information System (SIS)

1.1 Introduction
Based on the voluminous stock of probabilistic safety
analyses now available on safety features, prepared
during licensing procedures for modern German NPP's,
the set up is now being devised of a computer-based in-
formation system on PSA as well as on safety parameters
for NPP safety management purposes.
Basically, the objective of this infosystem is that of
providing :
- instant information on all safety-relevant features

of systems and components supported by PSA methods,
for use by the plant management when e.g. assessing
plant modifications,maintainance and test procedures;

- a management tool for assessing the actual state of
of plant safety by revaluating plant-specific event &
fault trees on a basis of the plant data actualy pre-
vailing (to be used as a living PSA).

1.2 Motivations for SIS
a. Considering the spectrum of all accident sequences
possible the structures of an NPP's safety features are
extremely complex indeed. Without any analytical help
it is impossible for a single person to understand
these structures, neither as a whole nor sufficiently
in details. Moreover,accident sequences mostly comprise
technical aspects of different disciplines such as me-
chanics, hydraulics, electronics and chemistry.
As an alternative for printed voluminous plant manuals
and technical specifications, important safety features
of systems and components can be structured by PSA
methods and stored in a computerized infosystem permit-
ting their instant and easy recalling on display. By
this system both comprehensive and selected information
on identified problems are readily available for imme-
diate and corresponding management decisions.
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b. The assumptions and requirements on accident sequen-
ce and reliability analyses set up during plant con-
struction and licensing procedures are taken up into
the technical specifications in as far as essential for
plant management decision making. Deviation from these
assumptions and requirements may result necessary for
special operational purposes. Assessment of the impor-
tance and the magnitude of such deviations requires add
itional information from secondary literature and in
many cases special knowledge of the disciplines concern
ed.
Under these circumstances SIS can offer more detailed
information supported by problem-orientated PSA infor-
mation.
c. With the use of a flexible PSA modelling system, re-
valuation of stored event & fault trees will permit ea-
sy quantification of safety or risk-relevant tasks or
events. SIS techniques permit illustration of the gra-
phic structures of event & fault trees showing each ac-
cident sequence considered, in relation to its failure
possibilities.This can be used to show the interactions
of different systems in the course of an accident.
d. For reviewing operational plant safety conditions in
respect of components' and system's reliability factors
failure reports on same can be stored and updated so as
to offer actual plant reliability information, detect-
ing e.g.:
- possible early faults or wear out of components;
- excessive operational or environmental conditions of

the system or of components;
- quality deterioration of maintainance procedures;
- common cause failures.
Optimal provision of data feedback will definitely in-
crease the availability of system data and plant relia-
bility as a whole.
1.3 Requirements and Tasks of SIS

The conversion of these tasks into an effective
Safety Information System requires a definition of the
System's important objectives stated below:
- all safety-relevant information on components and sys-

tems describing their characteristics and their func-
tional requirements as specified in the plant docu-
mentation will have to be compiled, selected, refined
and stored in the SIS for the purpose of instant and
comprehensive information availability on request;

- as far as still available, experience on this subject
by experts involved in the plant's construction phase
and licensing procedures will be taken up in SIS;
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- operational experience on component and system beha-
viour at this and other plants will be stored for
qualitative engineering information purposes as well
as for reliability data collecting;

- integrated into SIS will be plant-specific probabil-
istic analyses as well as a computer program for re-
quantifying modified event & fault trees for reviewing
system modifications and actual operational plant da-
ta ;

- also the graphics of the system's flow charts, tech-
nical drawings and fault & event trees will be stored
in SIS so as to ensure an effective use of the System
for plant engineer's tasks. For their automatic re-
calling when requested these graphics will be identi-
fied by the components incorporated in them.

The concept of a plant's SIS based on the principles
of a data flow chart is illustrated in Figure 1.

/PER1PHERY\
DESCRIPTION) TEXT »
V / OUTPUT

SYSTEM-
INFORMATION

/ SUBSYSTEM
I SELECTION

TIQNAL/pRpPARflTtnN
INFO \ OF

DATA

FIG.1. Safety information system (SIS).

The main feature of SIS is its data bank containing
- safety-relevant system and component data
- system flow charts
- fault trees
- event trees
- additional graphic data
- reliability data
- plant-specific PSA da t a
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The basic functions of SIS are:
- processing and display of selected system and compo-

nent data as required by the user (plant managers) , e . c
for planning maintainance procedures (tesk 1);

- graphic presentation of selected flow charts and of
event & fault trees when requested (task 2) ;

- computer-programed quantification of modified event &
fault trees (task 3).

Furthermore, SIS permits updating of data bank proce-
dures in accordance with the actual plant documentation
and actual operational plant experience as well as add-
ing new information where required (task 4).
2. Purpose and Objectives ofStored Information
2 . 1 Safety-relevant System Information

The main aspects of this objective are:
- compilation of safety-relevant information on each

system and component within the plant. This informa-
tion bases on the extensive plant documentation as
well as on experts' experience and will be selected
in a way as to offer fast and comprehensive informa-
tion to plant engineers;

- updating of system information in respect of new op-
erational experience gathered at this or at other
plants, at components manufacturers' or by other ex-
perts .

This information will be structed as follows:
1. Functions and purposes of systems, subsystems and

components containing safety-relevant features (ex-
amples will be given in the course of this section) ;

2. Capacity and tolerance data of:
- delivery flow rates
- duration of valve closures or openings
- cooling rates
- duration of start-up

3. Modes of operation
- continuous or periodwise operation
- standby or
- operational cycles

4. Allowable environmental component conditions and de-
sign limits in terms of moisture, temperature or cor-
rosion media

5. Auxiliary sources and the effects of their failures
on components served by same:
- power supply
- media control devices
- auxiliary cooling, lubrication
- seal water supply
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6. Component-specific design data:
- type of drive
- size and strength of component,design temperature,

special material as required
- typical design characteristics
- monitoring devices, e.g. limit switches

7. Results of failure mode and effect analyses (FMEA) :
- failure modes and their causes
- failure effects
- failure frequency
- aspects of potential common causes

8. Reliability .data :
- failure rates, failure frequency
- unavailabilities
- repairs- and maintainance times in respect of com-

ponent unavailability
- test intervals and durations of unavailability of

the item to be tested
9. Maintainance data:

- possibility of component maintainance during plant
operation or during plant shut-down only

- requirements on maintainance-caused component shut-
off

- duration of maintainance work
- accessibility and aspects of protection against

radiation and other hazards
- special tools required
- surveillance test requirements after maintainance

j obs
10.Graphics of principles, construction and flow charts

of components, systems and subsystems.
The importance of an accurate and complete description
of system's and components' safety-related functions as
described in the different plant documents will be ex-
plained below:
Because of differing accident sequences, e.g.loss of
coolant accidents or emergency power cases, the func-
tions required of safety systems also differ and call
for different component actions in the course of each
accident.
For example, the check valves of the- ECCS-accumulators
of a PWR must fulfil distinctive functions depending on
the accident prevailing:
- open in case of large LOCA for ACC's discharge
- close in case of small LOCA so as to prevent excess-

ive discharge of pressure gas into the primary circuit
- form a second pressure barrier for the ACC against

high primary pressure.
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Apart from safety system functions there are further
component functions aimed at protecting the system it-
self, e.g. in case of overpressure, waterhammer or, in
general, in overload cases.
A clear identification of such safety-related functions
is essential for use by the plant engineer and will be
integrated in SIS for each safety system or component
concerned.
2.2 Reliability Data, Aspects of Data Collecting
The mode of data collecting presently used at TÜV will
be adopted for SIS. TÜV Norddeutschland, by contract
with the Licensing Authority, is involved in the re-
viewal of safety-related operational experience at 5
NPP's, 2 BWR's and 3 PWR's, with emphasis on:
- efficiency and results of surveillance tests
- abnormal events as transients
- failures and maintainance of components as a conse-

quence of common causes or due to an increase of the
failure rates.

These reviews are compiled to yearly technical reports
which are presented to the Licensing Authority and to
the Utility.
In order to obtain a systematical reviev/ of operational
plant experience on abnormal events and component fail-
ures as laid down in plant reports, the data concerned
will be refined and subsequently recorded on data coll-
ecting forms (Picture 1) . Each failure event will be
described by its characteristics:
- type of component
- event data and state of plant operation
- mode of failure detection
- failure mode
- failure cause
- mode of restoration
- possible effect on functions of other components
- type of failure, e.g. drift fault, singular failure

or common cause failure.
For their proper identification and for selection pur-
poses each one of these characteristics is classified
by a coding system.
For evaluating the significance of safety component
failures occurred (type of failure - compare Pict.l)
we apply the following failure classification:
1. The event has no influence on the component's safety

related functioning;
2. The event indicates a drift fault of a function de-

sired whereas the functioning itself remains correct ;
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S T O R M E L D U N C E H
T 0 V Horddeutsdüaal e.V. - Abt. 2.2 - EVENT REPORTS

TOY-flR
o_________ Bez.: ___________________________

TYPEN-NR.: ($___________) Ber.: ________________________________

Mode of f a i l u r e detection State of plant operat ion
ERXDtMC : Datun: __.__.19__ Aala«: ____ Anlagenzustand: ____

Failure mode

(_)
Failure cause
URSACHE : ____

Mode of restorat ion
BEREBtJC : ____ ____

Datum: . .19 NV-Zeit:

Fa i lu re e f f e c t
Ausvnuoic
Ausfullart: ___ toapcnente: 0___________ B«.:

Type of f a i l u r e L i t e r a t u r e RePor t completed?
BEWOTUNG : ____ QUELJLEM: ___________________________________ abgeschlossen? __

TW-NR
0-WJKE3UX : 0 Bez.: ______ ________________

TYPDB«.: (S__________) Bei.:

DUOJKJW; : Datxn: __.__.19__ AnlïS: ___ Anlagenzustand:

AUSrAOAKT:

<__)

URSACHE :

(__)

BOTBJNC :

<__)

Datua: . -19 NV-Ieit:

AUStfDUOuHÎ
Ausfallart: ___Kcmponeate: 0___________ Bez.:

BEVERTUC : ___ QUELLEN: _______________________________ abjesdûossen? _

Picture 1
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3. Loss of a component's function with no indication of
of common cause - singular failure;

4. Drift fault of more than one component, with a com-
mon cause ;

5. The increase of the component failure rate is larger
than the expected uncertainty factor;

6. Multiple component failures by common causes observe
at different points of time, e.g. at different test
intervals ;

7. multiple component failures by common causes occur-
red simultaneously - common mode failure.

The events of categories 1-3 are, in principle, to-
lerable because of the plant's safety concept layout
being based on redundant systems.
Events of categories 4-7 are safety-important as, in
addition to the normal maintainance activities, elimi-
nation of common causes will require further measures.
This data collecting system will be transferred to SIS
for data feedback purposes and may then be used for:
- qualitative information on possible types of failures

given through a selected set of desired failure re-
ports displayed;

- technical improvement of components in case of defi-
ciency indications;

- advanced indication of failure growth by the use of
a wide-range picture of plant maintainance activities;

- helping to clarify an unrevealed failure cause of an
actual event;

- quantitative calculation of the actual component fail-
ure rates.

Our experience on data collecting is based on several
years of NPP operation, which has resulted in a substan-
tial improvement of the system of codifying component
failure and maintainance reports as shown in this
treatise. The main application of the data collecting
system described here is that of qualitative detection
of weak points.
In addition, the quantitative judgement of actual plant
data as compared to plant-specific PSA data in so far
as available indeed offers us an adequate instrument
for plant experience reviewing.
An example of failure rate assessment:
Special interest deserves the assessment of a possible
failure rate increase with components of a type a great
many of which are installed in the plant, such as e.g.
components of the reactor protection system. These com-
ponent types may number up to 500 or more per plant.
At a rate of 1 detected failure/year on a sample of 500
components the resulting failure rate is just 2 . 10"7/h.
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If the failure frequency increases till up to a factor
of 10 the failure rate will be 2 . !CTc/h. This fact may
already indicate a safety problem.
Now, the assessment of such increases of component fail-
ure rates is extremely complicated, due to the fact
that these components are fitted and incorporated in
a number of parts of different safety systems and are
of varied safety importance. Hence, qualified judge-
ments require reviewing all safety functions in respect
of each accident sequence.
Presently, the job of quantifying this problem is not
the plant engineer's task yet. With SIS, however, it
can indeed be done.
2.3 PSA Information
The reliability analyses of safety systems in respect
of the spectrum of possible accidents of a modern Ger-
man PWR are shown in Table 1. These analyses were ass-
essed by the manufacturer for the licensing of the NPP
and, independently, by TÜV Norddeutschland.
The objective of the numbers evaluated is that of show-
ing the relative contributions of the probability of
each sequence to fulfil NPP safety criteria in respect
of a well-balanced safety system, set by the Federal
Ministry of the Interior.
Because of the interrelative judgement values its abso-
lute numbers and its inherent uncertainty are of minor
importance here.
For example, as a result of the analyses mentioned above
(Table 1), the emergency heat removal system of the sec-
ondary side of the PWR was improved by applying addit-
ional hardware components.
In addition, all surveillance test intervals of compo-
nent and system functions - used as input data in the
analyses - were evaluated and transferred to the plant
procedure manuals (Table 2).
For a further completion phase of plant construction a
minutely detailed and comprehensive analysis of the re-
actor protection system (RPS) was worked out by the man-
ufacturer and by TÜV so as to prove the previous analy-
ses' assumptions on input data of control components.
In this, analysis all channels of the RPS were assessed.
The inclusion of new items in electronic devices (ED)
made a detailed Failure Mode and Effect Analysis of
each ED necessary.
The failure rates of ED were evaluated by the possibili-
ty of 6 failure modes of passive and active failures;
also assessed were the modes of failure detection of ED.
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As a result of that analysis the unavailability of some
RPS channels had to be decreased by adding extra moni-
toring devices and by increasing test frequencies.
Of course, this PSA package can be stored in the SIS
data bank.

TABLE 1. RESULTS OF PSA OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EMERGENCY HEAT
REMOVAL SYSTEMS OF PWR

Event/ Frequency
incident 1/a

Unavaila-
bility of

Frequency
of Sequence

Safety System 1/a

large LOCA 3 . 10~4

heat removal syst..
containment isolât.

medium LOCA 8 . 10~4

small LOCA 3 . 10~o
small leak to 2 . 10~J

pessurizer valve
primary-side
s econ dary-s ide

emergency power case 3 . 10
SG-tube leak 1 . 10~2

external events *)
heat removal syst.
Primary circ.isol.

Loss of main feed water. ,„-14 . 1 0

Leak in second, circ, 3 . 10~

Total

—44,1 . 10 T
1,3 . 10

5,4 . 10~4

5,4 . 10 4

1 . 10 *

5 . 10~5

*)

3 . 10~ „
4,6 . 10 J

1 . 10~

1 . 10~

1 , 6 . 10

4,3 . 10~7

3,1 . 10 6

1,5 . 10~6

-

4 . TO"6

3 . 10"6

1 ,2 . 10~5

*) only qualitative assesment by comparing other events
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TABLE 2. SURVEILLANCE TEST INTERVALS ASSESSED BY PS A

Emergency core cooling system 4 w
Nuclear component cooling system 4 w
Service cooling water system 4 w
Check valves to primary circuit 1 a
Pressurizer-blowdown isolation valve 8 w

-blowdown valve 1 a
Containment isolation valves

Volume control system 1 a
ECCS 4 w
Nuclear ventilation system 4 w
Nuclear building drain system 4 w
Nuclear component cooling system 1 a/4 w

Fuel element storage pool cooling system 4 w
Emergency heat removal system second, side 4 w
Check valves to SG 1 a
Emergency power supply 4 w
Start-up and shut-down of cooling system 3 m
Volume controlsystem spray valve 4 w
Steam dump valves 1 a
Primary isolation valves 1 a

a = annually
m = monthly
w = weekly

3. Basic Requirements on the Functions of a SIS

In this chapter, the functions of a computerized information
system shall be described in order of rising complexity and
rising coverage of a user's needs. Some of the simpler func-
tions are realized presently manually using the plant documents,
others could be done manually provided, there is someone, who
can make use of PSA documents. As soon as, however, the need
arises to redo some of the PSA-calculations in order to judge
on anticipated changes, the use of a computer is essential.

Once it is clear, that the use of computers is necessary for
one aspect of the required functions, the other functions
should be supplied by the computer, too, in order to grant a
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single concept for all functions, which minimizes the effort of
learning its use.

Three basic functions can be distinguished, which are described
in the following divisions.

3.1 Retrieval Function

In many cases, this basic function of all information systems
will be all, a user needs. Thus, this function should be care-
fully structured according to what the user's desire is. There
are three potential ways, how a retrieval may start:

- A component is given, and the corresponding system informa-
tion is asked for.

- Given the graphic display of a subsystem, either correspond-
ing fault trees, neighbouring graphics or components are
asked for.

- Given a group of components, cut sets, which contain members
of this group and the corresponding sequences are asked for.

Once, the user has started via one of these ways, he may wish
to investigate further by finding images, which correspond to
the component, he is just interested in. In these images, he
may find other components, for which he needs the safety infor-
mation and so on.

Ways to access this information easily have to be provided by
incorporating the appropriate index information into the data
base.

3.2 Requantification of PSA Results

The desire to recalculate PSA results may stem from various
reasons. Usually, the question will be merely of commercial
nature. Given that the plant will be in a state, that requires
desactivation for some period of time due to safety reasons,
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the plant engineer may wish to find out, whether this can be
avoided at reasonable cost, for example by considering posi-
tive operational experience for some components, or by decreas-
ing test Intervalls, or by adding some device, which will make
the mitigating systems more sensitive.

Such measures will be subject to a licencing procedure, but
sound proposals for such actions could be developed by the plant
engineer, provided, there is an easy way to recalculate the
analysis under the new conditions and to compare the results
with the original PSA. This necessitates the implementation of
a fault tree analysis package into the system, but it could be
of great value, as the reliability analysis will become trans-
parent to the plant personal.

3.3 Updating

A principal weakness of the present PSA-methodology is, that
it gets out of date, as time passes. Presently, PSA reflects
statically a plant state, from which the actual plant will de-
viate more and more, as changes occur.

The quality of information, which can be retrieved from any
information system is limited by the quality of the information,
it contains. Thus, it is vital, that the system is updated as
efficiently as possible. In the planned version, updating will
mainly be left to the tools of the data base system on which
SIS is based. However, some consistency checking will be pro-
vided to ensure that changes are complete. The main effort in
updating will be the regular correction of the reliability data
according to operational experience. Each correction will in-
fluence not only the actual reliability data, but also the PSA
input data and the numerical PSA results. The programm will
provide a protocol of all update actions, which will allow some
quality control.
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4. Structure of the System Proposed

The present version of a rough design of the proposed system is
given in figure 1. It consists of a data base, which contains
all the information discussed in section 2, and some processes,
which supply the required functions. To keep the system simple,
the communication of the processes will be restricted to the
minimum necessary for the fulfilment of the users' need.

4.1 Data Bank Contents

A rough idea of the contents of the data base is to be found
in figure 1. The graphic data consists of all the information
necessary to bring plans, fault trees and construction drawings
on a graphic screen. To enhance future developments, various
types of graphic records are allowed; for the first version,
however, only two types shall be used:

- A pixel-oriented record, which can contain the information
supplied by a scanner or a video digitizer

- a subsidiary information record, which allows to assign
meanings to areas on a graphic display to interpret the
signal of a graphic input medium (mouse, light pen, tablet).

The reliability data consists of simple, mainly numerical re-
cords, which contain the information mentioned in chapter 2
already: Failure rates,frequencies, operationally experienced
repair times, unavailabilities etc., whereas system information
is to be understood as text information containing all safety
aspects, which may be of value for someone, who has to manage
a given situation (see chapter 2 for a list) . What is called
here PSA-results, is the source for the static PSA-information
function. Mainly, this means the dominant cut sets for all se-
quences and numerical values indicating their contribution to
the system risk. Finally, the PSA input data contains the in-
formation, which has been used by the fault tree analysis pro-
gram to generate its results, in the appropriate format. The
information is edited to take into account changes as desired
and then used for the recalculation part.
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4. 2 Data Bank Structure

There is no need to be concerned about the internal structure
of the data base here, because this will be supplied by data
base software, which will be bought. However, something can be
said about the formal design, which is required. If the records
are considerd as vertices and the relations between the records
as edges, the structure can be described as a meta-graph, which
has several types of vertices and of edges. The large amount of
information to be stored necessitates a hierarchical structure,
which allows to store general information associated with sys-
tems and subsystems to an increasingly finer resolution up to
the level of components. The class of edges representing the
relation between a more and a less detailled information should
be called 'zoom-edges', as a transfer along such edges corre-
ponds to the zoom-function of a camera. There is also a neigh-
bourhood relation; the corresponding edges shall be referred
to as scroll-edges. These two relations (zoom and scroll) are
defined among system drawings and diagrams, fault trees and
system information yielding three ressembling (through not iden-
tical) structures. Between vertices of these structures, there
exists a correspondence relationship, for example between the
system information of a component and the plots, on which it
appears. This is represented by correspondence-edges. At the
level of components in this complex network, there are addition-
al special adges, which allow the retrieval of reliability data
and of sequences and cut sets, which depend on these components.
The PSA input records will be accessed via the sequences, to
which they belong.

Figure 2 shows a simplified version of the projected structure.

4.3 Description of the Main Modules

From a programming point of view, four basic functions can be
distinguished, which are associated with the requested tasks.
They are described in the following sections.
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GRAPHICAL RECORD (TECHNICAL DRAWING)

TEXTUAL RECORD (SYSTEM INFORMATION)

ZOOM

-»- SCROLL

—--—• — CORRESPONDENCE

FIG.2. Structure of the data base.

4.3.1 Safety relevant Information Retriever

This model is mainly retrieving text information on components
and subsystems, but also structured information like reliabili-
ty data, which has to be converted into text. As in most cases
(depending also on the size of the screen), there will be too
much information to be' shown at once, so some possibility of
paging and/or scrolling will have to be provided for. For er-
gonomie reasons, control menues and displayed information will
reside on the same screen; the technique of "pull-down"-menues
is favoured in order to make maximum use of the limited screen
area. These menues will contain in a structured way all the re-
cords, which can be accessed directly from the presently dis-
played one, thus allowing the abstract scroll, zoom, and cor-
respondence functions provided by the data base structure (see
sect. 4.2).

4.3.2 Graphics Handling

This module corresponds to the one mentioned above. It is re-
trieving graphic information of various types in order to dis-
play it on the screen. In addition to or instead of the pull-
down menues mentioned above, names of components, which are
displayed on the screen graphically, can be specified by a
graphic input device pointing at them. For this purpose, a
record is provided for each image, which assigns meanings to
areas in the image. This can serve e.g. to generate the name
of a component displayed in that area.
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4.3.3 Risk Analysis Package

The risk analysis package, which is a program on its own, is
used to recalculate PSA results under the assumption of changes
specified by the user. This feature implies cut set generation
and quantification, and possibly the calculation of importance
measures for the basic events. This has to be done for several
branches of the event trees as they are affected by the changes
concerned. Such recalculations can be timeconsuming for complex
trees. The few seconds, this takes on large computers, may
easily turn out to minutes or even hours on smaller ones. Thus
a step shall be included to make use of the known system results
to speed up the process of calculating the new ones.

In summary, the following requirements hold for this tool

generating cut sets of large and complex faulttrees using
sophisticated technics of modularization and cut off

quantifying these cut sets taking into account the repair
and maintenance strategies

finding importance measures for the components on the base
of the cut sets

display of the results in various formats

- comparing results automatically with the PSA information
available in the data base; indicating major changes.

4.3.4 Data Bank Updating Facility

As can be seen from Fig. 1, there is a clear distinction between
using the data base and updating it. This is necessary, because
if this system is actually used, the correct contents of the data
base is a safety relevant feature. Generally a commercial data
base system already includes an update-retrieval language of
some comfort, which can be used at first for such editing pur-
poses, and also some password hierarchy to prevent abuse. if
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such a system contains a facility to ensure consistency, this
may be sufficient. Otherwise, the update tool will have to be
written within the program system. As, however, the above re-
trieval functions are intended as the more frequent use, most
effort shall be invested into them, and as little as feasable
into the update part.

5. Existing Software and Required Computer System

The effort necessary for the development of such a system
heavily depends on the hard- and software configuration, on
which it is built. This chapter will show, which contributions
already exist,or have to be bought, in order to get the project
result with optimal effort. Namely, each partner of this project
contributes software to be integrated into the package.

5.1 Data Base System for Incorporation of Operational
Experience

As mentioned in chapter 2 already, the TÜV Norddeutschland has
developed a system to gather and condense operational experience
data. The structures of this system will directly go into the
SIS data base to provide the information for its users.

5.2 System Data and PSA Information

The necessary information to be fed into the SIS has been col-
lected to a large extend by the TÜV, as the TÜV was strongly
involved in the licensing procedure of some plants. This "software"
is not residing on a computer yet, but it is available for use
in this project.

5.3 Risk Analysis Package

At the TU Berlin, the RISA program system was developed in an
evolutionary process starting some 12 years ago. It is used
internationally on the CYBERNET of Control Data. It is not pos-
sible to copy the whole program on a small computer because
RISA is making heavy use of machine dependent functions for the
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sake of performance. However, the main modules shall be re-
written for the target machine. Due to the modular structure
of RISA, and based on the ecperience at the TU Berlin, an adap-
ton will be created, which will represent the state of knowledge
for the aspects required (see Fig. 3).

/ texts / /s jstemstructure / /rel iabil i ty data / / va r i a t i on data / / grouping data /

7
systemstructure reliability data var ia t ion data

KARI (analyt ical)
TREEMOD (modular )
LEMA (Monte Carlo)
STRUKOPT

minimal cut sets

/ fault tree plot /

/quantif ied rel iabi l i ty results /

FIG 3 RISA program

5.4 Considerations on Hardware and System Software

The exact hardware configuration has not been finally decided,
but some aspects are clear, which may prepare such a decision.
One requirement is, that a complete plant in all its safety re-
levant aspects can be modelled by the system in its final ver-
sion including graphic displays of various types. Depending on
the way, the graphic information is stored, the resolution and
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the number of colours, the required mass storage capacity will
be more than 20 Mbyte, and may, if much graphic information is
stored, reach values of one Gbyte or more. Though a big win-
chester may be sufficient for the first development, the system
should allow upgrading for larger storage devices. Another as-
pect is the number of users of an application. As the system
will contain relevant information, on the whole plant, there
will be several users. The third aspect is the capability of
displaying graphic information for professional need. It will
not be possible to display construction maps as a whole, but
a large screen with a high resolution will be essential for the
acceptance of such a system by the users.

Thus, what is needed for a system, which can be used in the
plant on a professional basis, is the ability to handle large
disc capacities in the order of a Gbyte, to serve several users,
and to efficiently cooperate with graphic displays of highest
quality. There should be a fast connection between the screen
and the computer to ensure a fast transfer of the graphics to
the screen. (The ordinary serial interface with a rate of
19,2 k baud is too slow, if a pixel-oriented coloured graphic
is considered.)

These requirements exceed the capabilities of the present PC
generation, but indicate, that a solution may be found by ex-
ploring the market for CAD-workstations. Presently, a solution
is favourized, which consists of a VAX-computer, as it ig pre-
sent already on many plants, as a server for a net of graphic
workstations, one for each user. For development purposes, a
microvax would be needed to ensure the upward compatibility
to the VAX system and one graphic unit.

As mass storage, a large winchester would be sufficient in the
beginning, though a larger device shall be necessary, when the
data base is filled. (This can possibly be done on the hardware
of the target plant.) A streamer, which can write files on com-
puter tapes, will be needed not only for back up, but also for
communication purposes. A digitizer (scanner, video digitizer
or both) will be needed to generate the graphic documents, and
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a printer with graphic capabilities for purposes of documenta-
tion.
In addition to the hardware, some system software must be ac-
quired. This includes:

- Operating system (VMS for VAX systems)
- FORTRAN compiler (+ linker and loader)
- assembler {+ debugger)
- data base software (relational data base with update-query
language, FORTRAN interface and the ability to store free
text and graphic

- text editor
- graphic editor
- graphic library (compatible to FORTRAN system)
- software supporting the digitizing equipment (compartible to
the other graphic tools).

6, CONCLUSIONS

Due to the highly complex structures of NPP safety fea-
tures a computerized Safety Information System SIS is
being devised, aimed at aiding plant safety managements
by offering all safety-relevant facts and features on
plant systems and components readily stored and recall-
able.
This information will be structured by the PSA methods,
e.g. by showing the importance of every system and com-
ponent function as well as the interactions of differ-
ent systems in the course of an accident.
System data and graphics (plans and technical drawings)
will also be included so as to render this infosystem
useful for plant engineer's task purposes as well.
SIS incorporates plant specific PSA and techniques for
revaluation of event & fault trees; it can be used as a
living PSA.
Already available for SIS are a reliability data coll-
ecting system, plant-specific PSA and a PSA computer
program.
Due to the extensiveness of system information (data &
graphics), the necessity of qualified graphics display
and the need for a multiple-use possibility of SIS at
the plant, bigger computer hardware than a PC can be
considered a requirement.
Precisely in view of the multiple tasks performed by
SIS we believe that such computer hardware will indeed
be acceptable as definite plant equipment.
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Appendix A.4.
PRACTICAL USE OF PERSONAL COMPUTER BASED METHODS
FOR NPP OPERATIONAL SAFETY ASSESSMENT

E. HOLLO
Institute for Electric Power Research,
Budapest, Hungary

Abstract

Level-1 PSA of PAKS Nuclear Power Plant with the aim of en-
hancing its operational safety was initiated in Hungary in
1985. Within this work probabilistic model of the plant re-
lated to different initiating events and operational assump-
tions is being set up and analyzed according to basic PSA
procedures. Initially main frame computer codes were used for
both qualitative and quantitative analysis. Presently effort
is being made to transfer well-proved generic codes into IBM
PCs and, simultaneously, to develop specific ones for personal
computers. As a result, a mixed /main frame and PC/ code set
is recently being used for PSA purposes.

The paper presents a summary of the used software methodolo-
gy with special emphasis on input/output considerations of
different codes. State-of-the-art of the PC package develop-
ment for fault tree analysis and generic data management is
given. Case studies for demonstration of practical applica-
tions with lessons learned and addressing problem areas are
discussed,

Objectives of PSA Activity in Hungary

In Hungary work on system reliability analysis /SRA/ and
babilistic safety assessment /PSA/ in nuclear field was start-
ed in the late seventies. Initial activity was concentrated
on development and adaption of tools and methods for SRA and
PSA purposes.

In 1985 Hungary joined to the IAEA's Interregional Project on
PSA (IHT-9/O63) and initiated a national coordinated R/D pro-
ject to perform level-I analysis of NPP PAKS.
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The overall objectives of this project are to setup -a plant
specific failure and reliability data bank, as well as to pro-
duce a probabilistic model of WER-440 type nuclear units.
Based on plant data and model the following studies are planned:

- calculation of core melt /CM/ frequency,
ranking of systems and components through determination
of their importance to CM frequency,

- investigation of operational procedures, maintainance and
test policies to improve operational safety.

Detailed milestones- for the PSA programme were setup within
IAEA coordination and formulated during an expert mission
/2O-24. January 1986/,

To determine numerical CM frequency, six dominant initiating
events were releated. Up to the present small and large LOCA
event sequences were analysed and partial CM frequencies were
calculated.
To improve operational safety, the optimal testing frequency
of high pressure ECCS was determined and the revision of main-
tainance policy for condenser cooling system /raw water system/
was carried out.

Used Methodology and Code Package

The methodology used is conformai to procedures described and
suggested in various PSA guidelines. Basic steps followed and
computer codes applied are listed as follows /see Fig.I./.

Initiating Event Selection - only internal lEs are involved,
three LOCA and three transient initiators were pre-se-
lected.

Event Tree Determination - transient thermohydraulic calcula-
tions are carried out to define deterministic event se-
quences and related safety systems /mainly RELAP4/mod6
is used - Cl] / .
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Fault Tree Development - fault tree for each safety system
top event is constructed by an automatic procedure
/CAT - [2] /. Input information contains decision tables
of individual components based on detailed FMEA analysis,
Common cause failures are manually inserted,

Minimal Cut Set Deduction - conventional procedures are used,
/PREP [3^ - if main objective is numerical quantification,
FTAP [4] - if sensitivity analysis is preferred/,

Top Event Quantification - instantenuous and average values of
reliability and availability parameters are calculated.
/KITT [s] - for instantenuous, FRANTIC [?] - for average
values/.

Importance Analysis - ranking of systems and components is
based on automatic importance measure /IM/ calculation
/IMPORTANCE - [5] /and on manually deduced risk reduction
worth /RRW/ and risk achievement worth /RAW/ values in-
troduced by W.E. Vesely [6j .

Event Tree and Core Melt Frequency Quantification - is manual-
ly carried out, dependencies on common auxiliary systems
are involved.

Component Failure Data Compilation - input data for numerical
calculations are presently taken from generic data sources

Present Software Development
Present work on software development is devoted into the fol-
lowing areas :
1. Installation of existing MF codes on PCs.

This activity involves simple transfer of main frame codes
into IBM compatible personal computers.
Transfer of FRANTIC code /without PLOT facility/ has been
done, of FTAP/IMPORTANCE codes is going on,

2. Development of new codes for "old" functions on PCs.
CAT and PREP methodologies use fairly complicate algorithms
for automatic fault tree construction and minimal cut set

"Old" function - which is being performed by a MF code in used
procedure.
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deduction. Therefore, instead of simple transfer of these
codes into PCs, new codes with simplified but more effec-
tive algorithms are under development. Functions and basic
input/output data structure are identical ones.

3. Development of new codes for "new" functions on JîFs,
National data bank for failure and reliability data storage
and retrieval on the main frame computer of PAKS NPP is
presently being worked out /PSRDB/.

4. Development of new codes for "new" functions on PCs,
Instead of present manual quantification of event tree and
core melt frequencies from initial and top event probabili-
ties, numerical codes on PCs are planned to be developed.
Analysis of uncertainities resulted from input data errors
is also planned.

For storage and compilation of generic data from different
sources a simple procedure has been applied /GRDB/, As-
sembly of data is currently going on.
For plant specific component data calculation a statistical
code has been developed /COMPREL/, The code can be effec-
tively used when significant plant failure statistics are
collected.

Lessons Learned from Practical Applications

1. Generally input/output data of codes sequentially applied
have uncompatible structure /except CAT-PREP-KITT and
FTAP-IMPORTANCE groups/. Therefore a need exists to add
an interface module to the analysis software package to
make on-line connection of individual codes possible.
Presently PREP-FRANTIC and PREP-IMPORTANCE transformation
modules are under development.
For a "canned" PSA on IBM PCs a management module is plan-
ned to be added to interactively control the whole analysis
procedure.

"New" function - manual or no activity is being carried out ±n
used procedure.
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2. Case studies demonstrated that functions of numerical codes
not always completely suitable for direct practical inter-
pretation, Two findings can be mentioned as typical examples:

- for quantification of average reliability of the condenser
cooling system during different time periods and opera-
tional modes the FRANTIC code was used. As the code has
no availability to calculate reliability parameters bet-
ween {[t̂ ; t2l period, two runs for [0; tj and \_0; ̂oj
periods had to be initiated, as well as auxiliary manual
calculation had to be performed. To avoid these multiple
steps, a simple module is being added to automatize the
procedure,

- for sensitivity analysis during availability study of
the high pressure ECCS the IMPORTANCE code was applied.
For ranking of components not only the III values/ but
also the RRW and RAW factors deduced manually were used.
To make the procedure more efficient, a simple numerical
subroutine for RRW and RAW calculation is being devel-
oped.
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Appendix - Description of PC Codes for Data Compilation

COMPREL - COMPonent RELiability Calculation Code

Input: Failure and repair time statistics of components
Output:Failure parameters /failure rate, operation time,

repair rate, repair time, confidence bounds/,
reliability parameters /reliability, repairabiiity,

failure probability, density functions/
Used method: Statistical parametric point estimation ex-

tended by confidence intervals. Exponential distri-
bution. Interactive input/output data management.

Configuration: BASIC language
HP-86B desk-top computer, 3 1/2" minidisc
IBM AT personal computer, 5 1/4" disc

GRDB - Generic Reliability Data Bank Software

Internal structure: Initiating Event Data /IED/ - max. 1OO
events

- LOCA and Transient Initiators
Component Failure Data /CFD/ - max. 1OOO

components
- Mechanical,Electrical, Control/Instru-
mentation Component Failure Data

System Failure Data /SFD/ - max. 100O systems
Stored parameters: mean value and error factor of failure

rates and probabilities,
mean repair time

Functions: interactive input/output data management
/storage and retrieval/,
cross-calculation of mean/median/error factor values

Configuration: BASIC language
HP-86B desk-top computer, 3 1/2" minidisc

Improvement: Human Error /EED/ and Common Cause /CCFD/
Failure Data are planned to be added,
IBM PC version is being installed
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Appendix A.5.
SALP-PC - A FAULT TREE CODE ON PERSONAL
COMPUTER FOR PLANT SAFETY ASSESSMENT

S. CONTINI, A. POUCET
System Engineering and Reliability Division,
Ispra Establishment,
Joint Research Centre,
Commission of the European Communities,
Ispra

Abstract

The interactive program package SALP-PC for fault tree analysis,
developed on an Olivetti M24 personal computer (IBM compatible),
is written in Fortran-77 to guarantee the maximum portability. It
is composed of five processors, implementing the different phases
of the fault tree analysis procedure. Allowed logical operators
are AND, OR, NOT, K/N, XOR and INH. Boundary conditions can also
be defined to obtain fault trees conditioned to the state of one
or more componenents. The possibility to define incompatible
events is also allowed. An extensive check on input data is
performed. At each step of the analysis the user can restart,
with modified input parameters, without having to repeat the
previous steps.
The minimal cut sets (MCSs) are obtained by reducing the tree
according to the bottom-up technique. To save computer time the
approach of determining only the most significant MCSs has been
adopted, which, implies the assessment of an estimate of the
contribution of the non significant MCSs to the system failure.
Other methods have been implemented to reduce both computer time
and memory space as, for instance, the modularization and the
application of the minimization procedure only when strictly
necessary.
This paper contains the description of the main characteristics
of the program, the analysis procedure on which it is based and
the developments being carried out.

1.INTRODUCTION

The fault tree technique is universally recognized as the most
important tool in system reliability analysis. It allows to
systematically describe and evaluate the logical sequences of
events leading to the occurrence of the Top-event.
The quantification procedure of a fault tree can be subdivided
into two main steps: logical analysis and probabilistic
analysis. The logical analysis is concerned with the
determination of the minimal failure modes ( Minimal Cut Sets,
MCSs) on which the fault tree probabilistic theory is applied.
The problem of developing efficient procedures for determining
the MCSs is rather complex since the running time has to be kept
within reasonable limits. This problem becomes even more complex
when the memory working space is a limited resource too.
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In order to be able to analyse as large as possible fault trees,
the following approach has been adopted in SALP-PC:
- the use of cut-off criteria for determining only a subset of

the most important MCSs according to pre-established limiting
values, either Plim (probabilistic cut-off) or Nlim (logical
cut-off);

- the automatic modification of Plim/Nlim to avoid the program to
stop due to insufficient memory space.

Theoretically, all MCSs should be identified, as each of them
could produce the system failure. However, in practical cases,
the identification of all MCSs can be not only very expensive
because of the high running time, but also useless. Therefore,
only significant MCSs are determined. The significance can be
defined by two types of criteria.
The first one, named " logical cut-off ", is based on the consi-
deration that the occurrence probability of a cut set is inverse-
ly proportional to its order. Therefore, a MCS can be considered
as significant when its order "N" is less than or equal to a
pre-established threshold value "Nlim". The use of the logical
cut-off does not require any probabilistic information about
components. The second criterion is based on the mission time
unavailability of a MCS, independently of its order. This means
that a MCS can be considered significant when its probability "P"
is greater than or equal to a pre-established threshold value
"Plim" (probabilistic cut-off ). The use of the probabilistic
cut-off requires the knowledge of all primary events reliability
data.
The application of cut-off criteria induces a truncation error
Pe, defined as the difference between the exact value of the top-
event unavailability and the total unavailability, of the signifi-
cant MCSs.
The knowledge of Pe is fundamental to judge whether or not the
value assigned to Plim can be considered as appropriate. However,
it is necessary to stress the fact that only a conservative
estimate of Pe can be obtained, since not significant MCSs are
not determined; furthermore, to be really useful, Pe must be as
close as possible to the exact value.
To solve this problem a procedure based on the analysis of the
fault tree at different levels of detail has been defined.
A problem that arises when the number of MCSs is too large to be
dealt with is that of insufficient memory space. In this case the
tree should be re-analysed (may be more than once) with a higher
probabilistic cut-off (or a lower logical cut-off) until the
memory becomes sufficient.
The solution adopted in SALP-PC is that of automatically
modifying the cut-off value(s) each time the memory space is
saturated. This garantees, except in some particular cases, the
achievement of a result without having to modify the cut-off
value(s) .
The SALP-PC program also allows the user to analyse fault trees
containing the NOT operator. Compared with an AND-OR tree, the
analysis of an AND-OR-NOT fault tree poses many additional pro-
blems and this is way the algorithms for determining the minimal
form of prime implicants are time consuming. On the other hand a
fault tree contains many variables, and negated events have
generally a probability very close to 1; therefore in SALP-PC
simplified methods, applicable when the former condition is
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satisfied, have been implemented. Consequently, the final result
will be a disjunction of minimal cut sets. This type of procedure
is applicable to solve many practical problems like, for instan-
ce, the analysis of event tree sequences or fault trees contai-
ning mutually exclusive events.
Besides AND-OR-NOT operators, analisable fault trees may also
contain K/N (majority voting), XOR {exclusive OR) and INH (inhi-
bit) operators. Boundary conditions can be defined to
automatically update the input tree in order to determine
conditional top-event probabilities. Another useful input infor-
mation allowed in SALP-PC is that of incompatibility among prima-
ry events, which is useful when dealing with multistate compo-
nents.
Three different types of analyses can be selected by the user:
logical analysis only, logical and probabilistic analysis either
with or without the estimate of the truncation error.
The present paper describes the characteristics of the SALP-PC,
its structure, the analysis approach and the further develope-
ments being carried out.

2. CHARACTERISTICS AND STRUCTURE OF THE SALP-PC SOFTWARE PACKAGE

The SALP-PC package is composed of five processors with communi-
cation files for data transferring. By means of the restart
facility the user can easily restart, with modified input parame-
ters, without having to repeat the previous steps of the analysis.
Each of these programs performs a well defined phase of the fault
trees analysis procedure, namely:
- input reading and correctness analysis;
- fault tree simplification;
- logical analysis (determination of minimal cut sets);
- probabilistic analysis;
- input/output printout.
Fig. I shows the architecture of the SALP-PC package, while the
main features are summarised in Tab. I.
Each processor (except the Report Writer) reads the input data
from the input restart file generated by the previous one and
stores the output information in the output restart file to be
submitted to the next processor. A local printout file is also
available.

2.1 Input processor (SALP-IN)

By means of the input processor the user can interactively
describe the fault tree and the primary events data in a very
simple way. A syntactic analysis on input data is performed on
line and proper self-explaining messages are supplied in case of
error.
During the input phase the user can ask, at any time, for the
list of gates already described and the list of gates not yet
defined (i.e. the state of the tree). This allows him to know
what he has to do to complete the fault tree description.
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FIG.1. Architecture of the SALP-PC software package.
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TABLE 1. MAIN FEATURES OF THE SALP-PC PACKAGE

Fault tree and primary events data interacti-
Input vely entered (complete free format). 8 cha-

racters max for events description. Gates may
have up to 6 descendants

Type of gates AND, OR, NOT, XOR, K/N, INH (Inhibit)

Depending of the available memory. For perso-
Limit on number of nal computers with 192Kb RAM:
gates or events - N. of gates + primary events: 300
Checking of Yes, on line? a check on existing loops is
input errors also performed
Methods of genera- Bottom-up according to different levels of
ting cut sets fault tree definition
Limit on number or Depending of the available memory. For
size of cut sets personal computers with 192 Kb RAM: 3000 of

order 10 max
Fault tree Logical cut-off and /or probabilistic cut off
truncation with/without the estimate of the residual er-

ror
Qualitative analy- Unavailability, Expected number of failures
sis and importance for each MCS and for the top-event,
anaysis Primary events criticality.

Equations assume that AT<0, and A « M-
Unrepairable, repairable and inspected
components are allowed (sequential testing
only)

Other
features

Boundary conditions
Incompatibility conditions
Restart facility at each step of the
analysis procedure
Five different printing options
The INH gates may have subtrees as descen-
dants

Computer,
operating system
Programming
language

OLIVETTI M24 and all IBM compatible.
Operating system: MS-DOS
MICROSOFT FORTAN-77. Easy implementation on a
large spectrum of computers
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The input data set can also be obtained by modifying an existing
one, stored in the input restart file.
When the fault tree description is complete, a further check to
verify the existance of loops in the tree structure is performed.
Furthermore, INH gates are properly converted into AND gates.
Finally, data for each primary event connected to the tree can be
entered, such as the failure rate (X), the restoration rate ( M,) ,
the on-demand unavailability (q„) and the test interval (f>) . On
this set of data the program performs the on-line correctness
analysis and in case of error a message is dispayed.
Once the input data set is complete, it is stored in the
Output Restart File N. l {0.R.F.I).

2.2 Simplification processor (SALP-LG1)
This program processes the fault tree - read from 0.R.F.I - to
obtain a simpler and logically equivalent tree, so that both the
computer time and the memory space can be saved during the deter-
mination of the minimal cut sets. The applied operations are:

fault tree transformation;
fault tree simplification.

To transform the tree, K/N and XOR gates are expanded into their
equivalent AND-OR and AND-OR-NOT expressions. Then, whenever a
negated gate exists, the complementation (by De-Morgan rules) is
performed.
In order to obtain a simpler fault tree it is needed to reduce
both the number of operators and the number of variables. This
task is accomplished through the application of the following
steps.
a) Elimination of the monoform negated primary events; this is
extremely useful when dealing with AND-OR-NOT fault trees for
which a probabilistic analysis is required. In these cases, as
shown in /!/, the computer time may greatly be reduced by dele-
ting negated events when they are no more useful for determining
impossible failure combinations. The degree of the approximation
is good, provided that negated events have probability close to
1, which is a condition generally met in practice. In this way
the fault tree complexity can be reduced since deleting a negated
event may mean deleting a more or less complex subtree.
b^ Elimination of the events belonging to the boundary condition.
A boundary condition is defined as the state (good, failed) of
one or more components: these states cannot change during the
mission time. The use of a boundary condition allows to study the
top-event probability conditioned to the state of some compo-
nents, without having to manually modify the input fault tree.
c) Packing gates of the same type; this operation allows to
reduce the number of logical operators of the fault tree by
substituting a cascade of gates of the same type with a single
gate.
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d) Grouping not repeated events into modules and grouping paral-
lel modules into new modules, which allow a reduction of the
number of variables. The former allows to substitute a subtree
containing only unrepeated events with a new event called "mod-
ule" ; when two or more modules descend from the same gate they
are redefined and grouped into a new larger module.
At the end, the simplified fault tree is stored in the Output
Restart File N. 2.

2.3 Logical analysis processor (SALP-LG2)
The thxrd processor deals with the determination of the MCSs of
the modularized fault tree. It is possible to obtain either all
MCSs or the most significant ones, according to the type of tree
and the logical/probabilistic cut-off values assigned, namely:
- logical analysis only ( for AND-OR-NOT trees the disjunctive

normal form is determined ) ;
- logical + probabilistic analysis without estimating the resi-

dual error;
- logical + probabilistic analysis with the residual error esti-
mate.

The type of analysis is defined in the first processor and cannot
be changed afterwards, while, in this processor, the user has to
enter the Plim/Nlim values according to the type of analysis.
The application of the logical and probabilistic cut-offs signi-
ficantly reduces the elaboration time; past experiences with
the SALP-MP program /2/ have widely demonstrated that the number
of significant MCSs represents only a small percentage of the
total number of MCSs.
Besides the significant failure combinations, this processor
gives a good estimate of the truncation error Pe. Thus, the user
can verify the acceptability of the results before continuing the
analysis. In case of a too high value of Pe the determination of
the MCSs can be re-executed, with a lower threshold value (Plim),
simply re-running a part of the processor.
At the end of the analysis the MCSs of the modularized fault tree,
the MCSs of each module and the primary events data are stored in
the Output Restart File N. 3.

2.4 Probabilistic Analysis Processor (SALP-PRB)
The probabilistic analysis processor deals with the assessment of
the Unavailability and the Expected Number of Failures for each
MCS and for the TOP event. The criticality index is determined
for each primary event belonging to the set of significant MCSs.
Analysable components can be of the following type:
- not repairable;
- on line maintained;
- periodically inspected.
Time to failure and time to repair are exponentially distribu-
ted.
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For calculating the expected number of failures the implemented
equations are those applicable when, for each component,
X«u.andAT < 0.1, where T represents the mission time.

The list of MCSs is supplied according to the printing option
selected by the user. Available options are:
- a given number N of MCSs;
- the set of MCSs that yield a given percentage of Qtop (or Wtop);
- all MCSs having probability not less than a new threshold value
Plims;

- all combinations obtained;
- no combinations.

2-5 Report Writer Processor (SALP-RPW)
The fifth program has been developed with the purpose of
obtaining a printout similar to that of the SALP-MP. The
following information is stored in the printout file:
- header;
- summary of the input data;
- primary events unavailability;
- primary events criticality;
- top event information, such as:
- unavailability Qtop(T) and expected number of failures
Wtop(T);

- truncation error estimate Pe (when required);
- number of MCSs of the same order (from 1 to 10), together with

their cumulative unavailability, expected number of failures
and the percentage values on Qtop(T) and Wtop(T);

- the list of MCSs according to the selected option.
This set of information is read from the four output restart
files - generated by the four processors previously described
and stored in the printout file as specified by the user.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE APPROACH FOR THE LOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
FAULT TREE

3.1 Determination of the significant MCSs
To better describe the method for determining the significant
MCSs we need the definition of "terminal subtree".
Def. A terminal subtree is a subtree that does not

contain any reference to another subtree.
From the definition it is clear that the leaves of a terminal
subtree may only be primary events, either repeated or not,
and that a terminal subtree may also be a repeated subtree.
As an example consider the fault tree of fig. 2, where the termi-
nal subtrees are: G4, G10, G12, Gil and G3. It can easily be
seen that G10 is a repeated subtree and Gil contains two occur-
rences of the primary event D; other repeated primary events are
contained in the description of G3, G4 and G12.
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Now if we substitute each terminal subtree with a single "macro
event" we obtain a "macro fault tree (MFT)". The MFT derived from
the tree of fig. 2 is shown in fig. 3.
An MFT is therefore a fault tree much simpler than the modula-
rized one, which leaves may be, and generally are, dependent.
The algorithm for determining the MFT is very simple and fast.

T O P

Gl A G2 G3

G5 G6 ÏM2 G7

C8 A G9 Gil
G10

I
SM4

G10 G12 C13 G14

$M6
I

$M7
I I
D D

SKx - nodule
FIG.2. Example of a modularized tree with two repeated subtrees.

T O P

Gl G2 G3

I
G5 G5 G€

G9 G10 Gil

I
CIO C12

FIG.3. Macro fault tree derived from the modularized fault tree of figure 2.
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Once the MFT has been generated, it is analyzed according to the
bottom-up approach, leading to the set of minimal failure
combinations, here referred to as " Macro cut sets ".
Each macro cut set is therefore formed from the logical AND of
terminal subtrees.
The analysis of the tree of fig. 3, leads to the minimal failure
combinations listed below:

A G10 G3
A G12 G3

G4 G10 Gil G3

In order to properly apply the minimization procedure an algo-
rithm of the SALP-MP has been implemented to determine those
gates after the analysis of which the failure combinations have
to be minimized, due to the existance of repeated variables.
This algorithm (for the description of which we refer /2/) is
based on the elaboration of the paths from the occurrences of
each terminal repeated subtree towards the top-gate. The set of
gates which combinations must be minimized are those where at
least a repeated subtree appears more than once. Furthermore, the
minimization is applied only to the subset of combinations con-
taining at least one occurrence of such repeated subtrees.
To make an example, during the analysis of the macro fault tree
of fig. 3, the minimization is applied:
- after the analysis of gate G2, on the set of combinations

containing GlO;
- at the Top level, on the set of combinations containing G5,

i.e. GlO, G12 and A.
Now, the bottom-up analysis of each macro cut set gives a subset
of the cut sets of the modularized fault tree. ( Obviously common
subtrees GlO, G3, G12, ... are analyzed only once). The minimiza-
tion is performed only when the elements of the macro cut set are
not independent, i.e. when there are common components.
At the end of the analysis of the macro cut sets the final
minimization allows to obtain the significant MCSs of the modula-
rized tree.
In case of fault trees of AND-OR-NOT type and for which the
probabilistic analysis is required, the negated events are de-
leted after having determined the cut sets of each subtree
(impossible cut sets, i.e containing an event in both forms are
also deleted) and before their minimization.
Finally, as a last step, the MCSs of each module are determined
by means of the same bottom-up procedure.

3.2 Estimation of the truncation error
As already seen, the available cut-off techniques can be either
logical or probabilistic or both, and the main problem their use
implies is that of estimating the trunction error Pe.
In the SALP-PC the assessment of the truncation error is
performed during the analysis of the macro cut sets. This means
that the MFT is analysed without using any cut-off procedure.
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The macro cut sets may contain some locally repeated events.
During their analysis the cut off procedure is not applied to
those combinations containing at least one locally repeated e-
vent. At the end, both impossible and not minimal cut sets are
eliminated, and the probability of the not significant MCSs is
added to Pe. It should be stressed that these failure combina-
tions are MCSs in the frame of the subtree just analyzed, but
some of them may not be minimal with respect to the MCSs of other
subtrees. It is for this reason that the obtained estimate of Pe
is conservative, but it is always very close to the exact value.

3.3 Analysis of_ AND, OR, NOT fault trees
The probabilistic analysis of a fault tree can be performed on
the set of MCSs that do not contain any negated event. There-
fore, when the fault tree is of AND-OR-NOT type, to be able to
quantitatively analyze it the disjunctive form of the prime im-
plicants should be transformed into an equivalent minimal cut set
form. It is shown in /!/ that this can be obtained by deleting
all negated events and minimizing the resulting combinations.
This implicitly means that all negated events are assumed to have
a probability equal to 1. The degree of approximation of the
results stricly depends on how much their probability really
differs from the unity. Therefore when the probabilistic quanti-
fication is the aim of the analysis, all negated primary events
that are not strictly needed for correctly determining the fai-
lure combinations can be deleted before the modularization. The
primary events that can be eliminated are those that appear only
in the negated form; biform events may in fact be necessary to
delete impossible failure modes (i.e. combinations containing at
least an event in both forms: negated and not negated). Monoform
negated events are properly removed from the tree according to
the type of the father gate.
This method makes the analysis of an event tree sequence,
according to the " fault tree linking " approach, feasible.

3.4 Memory Management
A problem that arises when the number of MCSs is too large is
that of insufficient memory space. In this case the tree should
be re-analysed (may be more than once ) with a higher
probabilistic treshold value Plim (or a lower logical treshold
value Nlim ) until the memory becomes sufficient.
The solution adopted in SALP-PC is that of automatically
modifying the cut-off value(s) each time the memory space is
saturated. This garantees the achievement of a result in a shor-
ter time without having to re-run the LG2 processor. This
solution may fail only during the analysis of the MFT when the
truncation error must be determined, since in this case the cut-
off is not applied.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The modular structure of the SALP-PC code has proved to be
extremely interesting. It allows to easily implement the program
on various types of computers ( from personal to mainframe ).
Moreover, it offers the possibility for applying the various
processors for solving other problems, thus making it easy to
develop a code for e.g. event tree analysis or analysis of marked
trees ( as in CCF analysis ).
The SALP-PC code is fast in comparison with other fault tree
analysis codes ( such as SALP-MP ).
At present the code is in the test/optimization phase and will be
released to externel users in two months.
Future developments include the application in event tree
analysis and CCF analysis and the implementation of SALP-PC as an
integral part of an intelligent reliability analysis package.
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Appendix À.6.
CYRO - A FAULT TREE ANALYSIS
CODE FOR PERSONAL COMPUTERS

A. ARMAS
Optiplant S.A.,
Madrid, Spain

Abstract

CYRO is a fault tree analysis programme specifically
designed for use on Personal Computers (PC's). The programme
handles explicitly the set of Boolean equations corresponding
to a fault tree and determines the equivalent Boolean
expression in terms of minimal cutsets or prime implicants.
The programme contains also a simple probability calculation
model. This model can be used for probability truncation of
low probability cutsets and for the assessment of the failure
probability of the system considered with the fault tree.

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE FEATURES OF THE PROGRAMME

CYRO is a code for obtaining the minimal cut sets of a
fault tree. The logic structure of the fault tree is entered
to the programme as the corresponding set of Boolean
equations.

The logical operators OR, AND and NOT are represented by
the symbols plus (+), asterisk (*) and slash (/). For a system
of logical equations, each logical equation can be defined as
a function of the other logical equations in the system. All
valid ways of defining a logical equation can be used and
there is no limitation with regard to the extent of dependence
between the equations of a system. However, the equations
should not contain any circular logic loop. The equations can
be entered in any order since the programme will establish the
proper ordering.

As an example, the system of equations listed in Table 1
is accepted as a valid input.

TABLE 1. EXAMPLE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS

G 1 = A * B + / C * D + G 2 * /G3.
/G2 = A + B + /C.
G3 = A + C.
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The code uses a bottom-up algorithm to find the minimal
cut sets for every intermediate gate. For fault trees
containing complemented events, a double complementation
method is used to determine the prime implicants. Also a
probability evaluation can be done, assuming that all basic
events are independent.

The minimal cutsets are ordered by the programme according
to the probability values, beginning with the high probability
cutsets. It is possible to eliminate minimal cutsets by using
a probability truncation value or by limiting the maximal
cutset order. The approximate value of the total system
probability, calculated as the sum of the probabilities of
each of the minimal cutsets, is given as well.

In order to control the substitution process, it is
possible as an option, to portion out specific equations from
being substituted in the logical equations referencing them.
Saving the results for further use is also possible. More
detailed information on the programme can be be found in the
programme manual, Ref. l.

2. INPUT DATA AND INPUT FILE FORMAT DESCRIPTION

The input file consists of control or command lines and
appropriate data. Each group of data is preceded by a control
line. There are eleven different types of control lines:

$TITULO
$ECUACIONES
$EXCEPTO
$NULO
$IDENTIDAD

$TRUNCAR

$BASICOS
$NTOPS
$SOLUCION
$TRANSFERIR

$FIN

Every control line has to be written starting in column 1
without any space in between. For example, the tree in Figure
1 can be entered to the programme as shown in Table 2.
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Gl

G2

El G4

G3

E2
G5

EJ

G6
G7

E5 o E4
E4

E6

FIG.1. Example fault tree.

TABLE 2. PRINTOUT OF THE INPUT FILE FOR THE
EXAMPLE FAULT TREE

$TITULO

FIGURE-1 EXAMPLE
$ECUACIONES
G1=G2+G3.

G2=E1*G4.

G3=E2*G5.

G4=E3*/G6.

G6=E5+E4.
G5=E1+G7.
G7=/E4*E6.

$SOLUCION
Gl
$FIN
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The line $TITULO allows a line of no more than 128
characters be printed as a title on every page in the output
file. If $TITULO is used, the title line has to be typed
immediately after the command line.

After $ECUACIONES follows the set of Boolean equations.
After $SOLUCION the names of the equations selected for
printout have to be specified one name per line and starting
in column one. The control line $FIN concludes the input file.

3. DES CRIPTION OF THE OUTPUT

At first the logic equations and the top node of the tree
are printed out, see Table 3a. Before starting the solution
process, a summary of the dependencies between the different
gates is presented, see Table 3a. The column "ORDEN DE
SOLUCION" in Table 3a contains the order in which the

TABLE 3a. PRINTOUT OF THE LOGIC EQUATIONS AND DEPENDENCY INFORMATION

OPCION $ECUACIONES
ECÜACIONES DE EOTRADA

G1=C2+G3.
G2=E1*G4.
G3=E2*G5.
G4=E3*/G6-
G6=E5+E4.
G5=E1+G7.
G7=/E4*E6.

EN $EOJACIONES HA TARDADO 2.19 SEGUNDOS

LA LISTA LEIDA EN $SOIUCION ES LA SIGUIENTE

Gl

PROGRAMA CYRO (VERSION JUNTO 1986)

FIGURE-1 EXAMPLE

ORDEN DE ECUACION TITO E/S DEPENDENCIAS ENCONTRADAS ENTRADAS / SALIDAS
SOLUCION

Gl
G3

G2

G5

G4

G7

G6

2/ 0 G2
I/ 1 G5

Gl
I/ 1 G4

Gl
I/ 1 G7

G3
I/ 1 G6

G2
O/ 1

G5
O/ 1

G4

G3

** — NINGUNA — **

**--NINGUNA— **

ESTE PROBLEMA CONTTENE 7 ECÜACIONES Y 6 SUCESOS BASIOOS
LA CREACION DE LA TABLA DE DEPENDENCIAS HA DORADO 0.11 SEGUNDOS
EN PORMAR EL ORDEN DE SOLUCION SE HA TARDADO 0.66 SEGUNDOS
TLEMPO TOTAL EMPLEADO HASTA AOUI 3.35 SEGUNDOS

CCMIENZO DEL TODCESO DE SOLUCION
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equations will be solved. A list of the inputs and the outputs
is given for each equation, column (E/S). For example G5 will
be solved after G4 and before G2. G5 has one input, G7, and
one output, G3. Thereafter a summary on the minimal cutsets
found is presented grouped by the number of basic events, see
Table 3b. Then, the minimal cutsets for Gl, the top node, are
listed. To conclude the output, a table with the number of
repetitions for every event is presented.

TABLE 3b. RESULTS

PROGRAMA CÏBO (VERSION JUNIO 1986)

FIGURE-1 EXAMPLE

LA ECUACION Gl OOMTIENE

l TERMINOS DE ORDEN 2
l TERMINOS DE ORDEN 3
l TERMINOS DE ORDEN 4

3 ES EL TOTAL DE TERMINOS

PROGRAMA CYRO (VERSION JUNIO 1986)

FIGURE-1 EXAMPLE

SOLOCION PARA LA ECUACION

Gl
TERMING

1 El * E2 +
2 E2 */E4 * E6 +
3 El * E3 */E5 */E4

PROGRAMA CYRO (VERSION JUNIO 1986)

FIGURE-1 EXAMPLE

** TABLA DE REPETICIONES DE CADA SUCESO **

REPETICIONES SUCESO REPETICIONES SUCESO COMPLEMENTARIO

2 El
2 E2
l E3

1 /E5
2 /E4

l E6

EL TIEMPO TOTAL EMPLEADO ES 7.69 SEGUNDOS

4. CHARACTERISTICS

The CYRO code is written in FORTRAN 77 (ANSI X3 . 9-1978)
and runs on an IBM-PC XT/AT with 512 Kbytes of memory. A 20
Mbytes hard disk is recommended.

REFERENCE

1: User's manual of CYRO, June 1980.
OPTIPLANT S.A., c/Piquer 7, 28033 Madrid, Spain.
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Appendix A.7.

RELTREE — A PC PROGRAM FOR FAULT TREE
CONSTRUCTION, DOCUMENTATION AND ANALYSIS

U. BERG
Relcon AB,
Sundbyberg, Sweden

Abstract

RELTREE is a computer code -for - faul t tree construction,
documentation and analysis wh ich has been developed for
use on IBM- or IBM-compatible personal computers.The
code includes an interactive graphic -fault tree const-
ruction module, an editor -for input o-f r e l i a b i l i t y data
bases, and an analysis module. The analysis module can
determine min imal cut sets, calculate top event unavai-
l a b i l i t y , time-dependent r e l i ab i l i ty characteristics -far
the top event, and basic event importance. RELTREE also
includes printer and plotter routines for documentation
of -fault trees, data bases and analysis results. The
program is completely menu-driven and is easy to use.
The capacity and performance o-f RELTREE is su-f- f ic ient to
solve large and complex f au l t trees, and comparisons
show that it can be -faster and more power -fui than some
recognized main-frame codes. Experience f rom the use o-f
RELTREE has shown that considerable savings can be made
both in man-hours and in computer run-t ime costs when
compared with the use of more traditional main—frane
codes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fault tree analysis is perhaps the most w i d e l y used method -for
r e l i a b i l i t y analysis of complex systems. The method has been used
extensively in the aerospace and nuclear industries, and its use
has also increased rap id ly w i t h i n other industries during the
last -few years.

The complete f a u l t tree analysis process, wh ich includes const-
ruction o-f the model, evaluation, and documentation is quite
time-consuming and t r ad i t iona l ly involves many manual routine
tasks. When the models become larger it also becomes increas ing ly
d i f f i c u l t to manage all the data necessary to b u i l d , m a i n t a i n ,
and analyze the fau l t trees. This is par t icular ly evident in the
probabi l is t ic safety studies which are carried out for nuclear
power plants. These studies typ ica l ly involve fau l t trees w i t h
hundreds or thousands of events.

Dur ing the last few years computer programs have been developed
with the aim of reducing the required manpower to complete an
analysis and of reducing the data management problems. These
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programs typically include modules -for building and maintaining
the -fault tree models and data bases, -for analysis, and -far
production of model and result documentation. The programs can
also be very use-ful tools in keeping a study "living" throughout
the operational period o-f the plant. The models are then readily
accessible -for evaluation o-f plant modifications, or as an aid in
safety or availability management.
Most of the programs that perform the above-mentioned functions
are developed for main-frame or mini-computers. With the inc-
reasing power of today's micro-computers it has became possible
to perform the same functions just as well, and to a lower cost,
on a micro.
RELTREE III is a commercially available software for fault tree
construction, documentation and analysis,, which has been deve-
loped for IBM or IBM-compatible personal computers (PCs). The
program has been developed by RELCQN AB. The RELTREE software
includes several program modules, and is completely menu-driven.
Thus, once RELTREE is started up from the operating system all
program modules are accessed through the menus without further
need of operating system commands.
There is one program module for preparation of fault tree input
(fault tree construction). The fault trees are built interac-
tively using a graphic representation of the tree on the screen.
This means that not only the fault tree logics but also the
graphical layout of the tree is defined while the tree is being
built up. This is a considerable advantage, because all the
information needed for both analysis and documentation is defined
at the same time. The fault tree may be documented in several
ways:
o A traditional fault tree listing
o A page-by-page semi-graphical printer-plot
o A report quality fault tree plot using a pen-plotter.
Another program module is used for preparation of data bases.
These data bases are defined by the user and may contain relia-
bility data for different component types, failure modes etc. The
data bases may also include descriptive texts (such as "motor-
operated valve fails to open") for each entry. A data base may
then be connected to a fault tree in such a way that when the
fault tree is constructed, reliability data and descriptive texts
are automatically assigned to basic events if a matching entry is
found in the data base. A systematic coding scheme for basic
events will, of course, have to be used if this feature is to be
uti1ized.
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An analysis module is provided which performs the -following types
o-f analysis:

o Determination o-f minimal cut sets (MCS) and calculation o-f
top event unavailability.

o Calculation of basic event importance according to the
Fussel1-Vesely importance measure.

o Calculation of time-dependent reliability characteristics
for a set of time points.

There is also 3 directory module which allows the user to list
the various types of files created by RELTREE, to help in keeping
track of fault trees, data bases and various result output files.

2. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
2.1 The Standardized Fault Tree Format
In RELTREE the fault trees are input page by page, where each
page has a fixed, standardized format. Each page is organized as
a 10 rows by 6 columns "grid", where one may put an event in
anyone of the 60 fixed positions. A fault tree page (produced by
the plotter routine in RELTREE) is shown in figure 1.
The 10 vertical rows are numbered 0-9 and the 6 columns are
numbered 0-5. An event may therefore be referred to by speci-
fying the page and the vertical and horizontal position coordi-
nates. This property is used when defining gates, as will be
described in the next section.
When a fault tree does not fit into one single page, a transfer
is made to another page where the fault tree continues. The idea
of splitting fault trees into pages is widely used by fault tree
analysts, since it is the best way to make large fault trees
suitable for presentation in reports. The standardized format
described here has been used very extensively in the probabilis-
tic safety studies which have been carried out for Swedish nuc-
lear power plants. The format has proven to be very useful and
easy to work with, and is much liked by both analysts and by
those who review the fault trees.

2,2 Event Types Used in RELTREE
2.2.1 Gates
Three different types of logical gates may be defined in RELTREE!
AND-gate, OR-gate and K-out-of-N-gate (K/N-gate). The K/N-gate is
failed when at least K of the N inputs to the gate are failed.
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FIG.1. Sample fault tree plot.
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The maximum values o-f K and N are limited by the fixed fault tree
format, which allows a maximum of 6 inputs to a gate.
Each event in the fault tree must have a unique identifier, a
label. Since a gate can be defined only once, each gate is uni-
quely defined by its location in the tree. This property is used
by RELTREE to generate gate labels automatically. The labels are
defined as "GxxxPPPPvh", where
G = first character in gate labels
xxx = fault tree id (3 characters)
pppp = page identification (i - 4 characters)
v = vertical coordinate on page (0 - 9)
h = horizontal coordinate on page (0 - 5)
When starting to construct a fault tree, a 3 character fault tree
identification is defined (preferably something that indicates
what the fault tree is for, e.g. a system name abbreviation). The
fault tree in figure 1 has the id "PPS". Then, as each page is
created, it is given a user-defined page identification, 1-4
characters long. The page id of the example fault tree page is
"A". Now, for each gate that is defined on page "A" in the fault
tree "PPS", the complete label is given by the position where the
gate is located.

When working with the program, the graphic layout of a fault tree
page is displayed on the screen. To define a gate, the cursor is
moved to the position where the gate is to be located, a key is
pressed (which defines gate type), and then the gate is there,
complete with a unique label.
Obviously, the standardized format and the automatic gate labe-
ling has several advantages: Gate definition is very simple and
is made quickly; the risk of input errors in gate definition is
minimized; a particular gate can easily be found in a fault tree
since the gate label defines the page and position. The last
point is very useful when defining transfers as we shall see in
the next section.

2.2.2 Transfers
When there is not enough space available at a particular location
in the tree to continue development of the fault tree logic, a
transfer can be made to a gate located somewhere else where there
is free space. This may be another location on the same page or
on another page. That is, a transfer is a reference to gate
located elsewhere - where the tree continues. Transfers are also
used when a gate is to be input to more than one gate.
When fault trees became large and span over many pages, it may
sometimes be rather awkward to search through several fault tree
pages to find the page where the logic continues. When using the
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gate labeling scheme described above, however, this problem is
minimized. To make a transfer, the label o-f the gate which is
transferred to is entered as the label o-f the transfer. Since
this label de-fines page and position, one can easily find the
paths through the fault tree, even if it contains many pages and
transfers.

2.2.3 External Transfers
The transfers described above are transfers within one particular
fault tree. RELTREE also allows transfers to other fault trees.
These transfers are called external transfers. Use of external
transfers makes it passible to construct several fault trees,
which can be documented and analyzed separately, and then linked
together and evaluated as one tree. The linking, or merging, of
trees is performed as a pre-processing step before analysis.
To allow separate evaluation of a fault tree containing external
transfers - i.e. without connecting the external fault trees
the external transfers may be re-defined so that they are treated
as basic events. This is done simply by defining reliability data
for the external transfer.

2.2.4 Basic Events
The basic events are the terminating events in the tree, for
which no further logic development is necessary or desired.
Reliability data are entered for basic events.
Basic events are defined with 1-10 character labels. Each unique
basic event must have a unique label, but the same basic event
may occur at several places in the fault tree. There is no limi-
tation in the^number of repetitions of a basic event. All charac-
ter combinations are allowed in a basic event label, with one
important exception! The label may not begin with "G", since this
indicates a gate. If a label starting with a "G" is entered, the
program will assume that it is a transfer to a gate, and if the
label does not follow the gate labeling scheme a message will be
displayed.
RELTREE supports three different basic event - or component
models. The models are selected by specifying the basic event
TYPE. The basic event types are defined as follows:
Type 1: Repairable with exponentially distributed lifetime

and repairtime. The parameters are failure rate and
MTTR (Mean Time To Repair).

Type 2t Unrepairable, periodically tested with exponentially
distributed lifetime. The parameters are failure rate,
test interval and time point for first test.

Type 3: Constant unavailability (probability per demand).
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For type 2 events the tests are assumed to be perfect, that is
the unavailability is instantaneously brought down to zero at
each test, so that the unavailability curve will have a saw-tooth
shape. I-f the test interval is selected in such a way that it is
larger than the observation period o-f the analysis, the type 2
component will behave as a usual unrepairable component.

2.3 The Fault Tree Editor
The fault trees are built up interactively, using a graphic
representation of the tree on the screen. First, a page is selec-
ted. This is done by entering a page identification. If the page
already exists it is brought up on the screen. If it does not
exist previously, the page will be created and an empty page will
be displayed on the screen.
Figure 2 shows the screen display in the fault tree editor. The
full width of a page is displayed on the screen, but only app-
roximately half the height <e.g. vertical positions 0-5). There
are special function keys to scroll the tree up and down. The
arrow keys (up, down, left, right) are used to "move around" on a
page with a cursor. The cursor moves between the fixed positions
in the page "grid". When an event is to be placed in a particular
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FIG.2. Screen display in the fault tree editor.
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position, the user moves the cursor to this position, and then
the event is de-fined as -follows!

o For gates! Press one af the pre-defined keys that specifies
gate type.

o For basic events, trans-fers and external trans-fers:
Enter the event label and press ENTER.

For all events a descriptive text (3 lines) may be entered which
goes into the event "box" (see -figure 1). The text mode is in-
voked with the ALT-T command. Reliability data are entered -for
basic events by using the ALT-D command.
The texts and the data are not shown -for each event on the page,
but only -for the event on which the cursor is positioned.

Simple commands (pressing one or two keys) are provided -for
connecting input events to a gate, removing events, changing page
etc. A summary of the available commands is given on the screen,
so there is nrx need to memorize a lot of complicated commands.
Thus, the -fault tree input routine is easy to learn, and the
trees can be built up very quickly and efficiently. Error chec-
king is per-formed on all input to minimize the risk o-f input
errors.

When building the -fault tree, it is possible to develop it while
sitting at the computer, i.e. ta actually "design" the -fault tree
logic and layout interactively. This may be a quick and good
working method, especially for small-sized problems. For larger
and more complex systems, however, it is recommended that the
fault trees are drawn manually before they are fed into the
computer. This is not a particular requirement when using REL-
TREE, it is simply a good working practice for any complex fault
tree construction. Typically, this step in the fault tree analy-
sis process will require quite a lot of thinking and planning to
get the logic right and to arrive at a systematically designed
and easily traceable fault tree layout. This type of work is
still better done in the "old-fashioned" way using pen and paper
then in front of a computer terminal.
However, when using RELTREE, even this step can be made easier
and quicker thanks to the use of the standardized fault tree
format. The analyst may then prepare the hand-written draft fault
trees on pre-fabricated fault tree forms as shown in figure 3.
When these forms are used, the time to draft the trees is subs-
tantially reduced. Also when the forms are prepared in this way,
the fault trees can very easily and quickly be fed into the
computer using the fault tree editor. It is just a simple matter
of duplicating the information on the forms in the graphical
layout of the editor.
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2.4 The Data Base Editor
RELTREE includes a data base editor, which allows the user to
enter generic reliability data, along with descriptions, -for
different component types, failure modes etc. Such a data base
may be connected to a fault tree, so that the data base is
searched for matching data when basic events are input to the
fault tree. In this way, basic event data can be assigned automa-
tically, thus making fault tree input quicker and at the same
time reducing the risk of input errors. The descriptions (e.g.
"PUMP FAILS TO START") are also fetched from the data base and
are entered as event descriptions in the fault tree.
Specific, user-defined, positions of the basic event labels are
searched for in the data base to find out if there is a matching
data item. These positions are specified when a data base is
created. Then, for each item in the data base, a label is entered
which follows some systematic coding scheme (defined by the
user). Usually, the coding scheme will cover component type and
failure mode.

2.5 The Analysis Module
2.5.1 Minimal Cut Set Analysis

In the minimal cut set (MCS) analysis the MCS of the fault tree
are determined, and based on these MCS the top event unavailabi-
lity is calculated.
The MCS are generated according to a top-down algorithm which is
essentially similar to the well-known MUCUS algorithm. The per-
formance in terms of capacity and execution speed has, however,
been substantially improved by the use of modularization, an
efficent cut set minimization technique, etc.
Before starting to generate the MCS the fault tree is automati-
cally restructured to a more optimal form for analysis, and all
modules of the tree are found. A module is a combination of
events that are independent from the rest of the fault tree, i.e.
none of the events exists somewhere else in the tree, A module
can consist of basic events and/or other modules. Thus, a large
fault tree structure may be a module. If all events in the tree
are non-replicated, i.e. occur only once in the tree, then the
whole fault tree is a module.
The advantage of finding the modules is that when the MCS are to
be determined, one may first treat all modules as if they were
basic events and generate the MCS in terms of modules. Since the
modules replace a more complex logic, the amount of computation
needed to generate the MCS is usually dramatically reduced. The
MCS which have been generated for the modularized tree are called
module-MCS from here on.
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When the module-MCS have been determined, it is a simple matter
of substituting modules with their inputs to arrive at the final
list of MCS in terms of the original basic events of the tree.
When generating the module cut sets, a cutoff value may be used.
This cutoff value is supplied by the analyst for each analysis.
All cut sets found to have an unavailability lower than this
cutoff are neglected. The use of a cutoff value may reduce the
amount of computation significantly. For large and complex trees
it may be necessary. An upper bound for the error introduced by
neglecting cut sets is given in the output from the MCS-analysis.
In addition to the determination of MCS, the top event unavaila-
bility is calculated in the MCS-analysis. The calculation will be
performed for a specific time point, which is given as input to
the analysis. If there are no time dependent basic events in the
fault tree (i.e. all basic events are type 3, probability per
demand), this time point will, of course, be meaningless.
Any gate in the tree may be specified as the top event for a
particular analysis. The default top gate is, however, the first
gate in the tree, i.e. the first gate that was defined when the
fault tree was constructed.
The result from the analysis is written ta a file and contains a
summary of the numerical results, and a list of the minimal cut
sets, ordered according to unavailability. A sample printout is
shown in figure 4.

2.5.2 Importance Analysis
The importance analysis module in RELTREE calculates the Fussel 1-
Vesely measure of importance for basic events. This importance
measure is defined as: The probability that event i contributes
to the occurrence of the top event, given that the top event has
occurred.
When the program performs this calculation, it reads the module-
MCS from a file produced by the MCS-analysis program. Next, all
unavailabilities are calculated for the. evaluation time point
given as input. Finally, the importance values are calculated
based on these unavailabilities. The importance values therefore
corresponds to a given time point.
The result from the analysis is written to a file and contains a
list of basic events and importance values, sorted in importance
order. A sample print-out is shown in figure 5,
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Fault tree! PUMPSYS Serial na.= 3
A SIMPLE PUMP SYSTEM (EXAMPLE FOR RELTREE MANUAL)

Top events EPPSAOO

Top event unavailability
Time point for calculation
Cutoff value used
Ma>; . cutoff error

Number of Boolean Indicatec
Number of MCS evaluated
Number of MCS listed
Listed MCS represents 100.

MINIMAL CUT SETS SORTED BY

1. 2.000E-04 HX001F
2. 4.975E-05 PM003A
3. 4.975E-03 PM003A
4. 2.488E-05 PM001D
5. 2.4B8E-05 PM002D
6. 2.475E-05 PM002D
7. 1.493E-05 VHOOST
8. 1.493E-05 VHOOST
9. 7.997E-06 DG001A
10. l.OOOE-06 VH007X
11. 3.998E-07 MAINPOWER
12. l.OOOE-08 PM003A
13. l.OOOE-OB VM004D
14. l.OOOE-08 FM003A
15. l.OOOE-OB VM002D
16. 5.000E-09 VH003X
17. 5.000E-09 VH001X
18. 5.000E-09 VM006A
19. 5.000E-09 VM006A
20. 4.975E-09 PM001D
21. 4.975E-09 VH003X
22. 4.975E-09 VM002D
23. 4.975E-09 FM002D
24. 3.000E-09 VM002D
25. 3.000E-09 VM004D
26. 3.000E-09 VHOOST
27. 3.000E-09 VHOOST
28. l.OOOE-12 VM002D
29. l.OOOE-12 VH003X
30. l.OOOE-12 VM004D
31. l.OOOE-12 VH001X

4.124E-04
(hrs) = 10000.

O.OOOE+00
° O.OOOE+00

Cut Sets = 77
31
31

0000 7. of top event unavailability

UNAVAILABILITY

PM002D
PM001D
VM006A
VM006A
PM001D
FM001D
PM002D
MAINPOWER
CB001B
VH003X
PM003A
VH001X
PM003A
VM006ft
VM006A
VM002D
VM004D
VM004D
FM001D
PM002D
VH001X
VHOOST
VHOOST
VH001X
VH003X
VH003X
VH001X
VM002D
VM004D

FIG.4. MCS-analysis printout.
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Fault treei PUMFBYS Serial no.= 3
A SIMPLE PUMP SYSTEM (EXAMPLE FOR RELTREE MANUAL)

Top event: GPPSAOO
Top event unavai lability » 4.124E-04
Tima point for calculation (hr«> » 10000.

VESELY-FUSSELL BASIC EVENT IMPORTANCE

BASIC EVENT

HX001F
PM002D
FM001D
PM003A
VM006A
VH005T
MAINFOWER
DS001A
VH007XCBOOIB
VH003X
VM004D
VH001X
VM002D

IMPORTANCE FAIL. RATE

.48

.28

.28

.24

.12
7.23E-02
2.03E-02
1.93E-02
2.42E-03
9.67E-04
5.3&E-05
5.56E-05
5.56E-05
5.56E-OS

1 . OOE-06
5.00E-05
3.00E-03
KOOE-02/d
5.00E-03/d
3.00E-03/d
2.00E-04
2.00E-02/d
. OOE-07
.OOE-03/d
. OOE-07
. OOE-07
. OOE-07
.OOE-07

MTTR

2.00E+02
l.OOE+02
1 . OOE+02
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
2.00E+00
O.OOE+00
l.OOE+01
O.OOE+00
l.OOE+01
l.OOE+01
l.OOE+01
l.OOE+01

TEST INT.

O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OdE+00
O.nriE+00

T.T.F.T.

O.OOE+Ou
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OdE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00O.OIIE+OO
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+On
O.OOE+00
O.nOE+OQ

FIG.5. Importance analysis printout.

2.5.3 Time Dependent Calculations
In the time dependent analysis several parameters are calculated
•for the top event at a series of time paints. In this way the
variation of the parameters over a given time interval may be
studied. The calculated parameters are:
o Unavailability. The probability that the system is in its

failed state at time T.
o Unconditional failure intensity. The expected number of

failures per unit time at time T.
o Conditional failure intensity. The probability of a failure

per unit time at time T, given no failures at time T.
o The expected number of failures during the time interval

from 0 to T.

o The probability of at least one failure in the time interval
from 0 to T.

A sample print-out from a time-dependent analysis is shown in
figure 6.
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Fault treei PUMPSYS Serial no.=

A SIMPLE PUMP SYSTEM (EXAMPLE FOR RELTREE MANUAL)

Top event l GPPSAOO
TIME-DEPENDENT RELIABILITY CHARACTERISTICS

T
GMT)
W(T)

HT)

E(O.T)
F(T)

0.
100.
200.
300.
400.
500.
400.
700.
800.
900.
1000.

Time <hrs>
Unavailability «t t im» T
Unconditional -failure intensity (expected number ai
failure» per hour at time T)
Conditional failure inten«ity (probability of f a i l u r e
per hour at tim» T, given no failure at time T)
Expected number of failures in the interval (0,T)
Probability of at lea«t ana failure in the interval (0,T)

Q(T)

O.OOOE+00
2.117E-04
3.094E-04
3.375E-04
3.B22E-04
3.954E-04
4.028E-04
4.071E-04
4.094E-04
4.11 IE-04

wm
7.107E-04
7.414E-06
7.529E-04
7.370E-06
7.5B5E-04
7.590E-06
7.592E-04
7.393E-06
7.593E-04
7.594E-06

4.119E-04 7.594E-04

LIT)

7.107E-06
7.417E-04
7.53IE-06
7.S73E-04
7.58BE-04
7.393E-04
7.595E-06
7.594E-04
7.597E-04
7.597E-04
7.597E-04

E(0,T>

O.OOOE+00
7.261E-04
1.473E-03
2.22BE-03
2.9B4E-03
3.745E-03
4.504E-03
5.263E-03
4.023E-03
6.7B2E-03
7.541E-03

F(T)

O.OOOE-tOO
7.240E-04
1.473E-03
2.226E-03
2.9B2E-03
3.739E-03
4.495E-03
5.251E-03
4.004E-03
4.761E-03
7.515E-03

FIG.6. Printout of time-dependent characteristics.

2.5.4 Merging Fault Trees
By using external trans-fers (see section 2.2.3), several -fault
trees may be connected, so that these separate trees are conver-
ted to one larger, inter-connected tree. This operation is called
•fault tree merging.
When analyzing a tree which consists o-f several separate - but
connected - trees, the -following procedure applies: Use external
trans-fers in the individual fault trees to de-fine the desired
connection between the trees. When all the individual -fault trees
are completed, select the "MERGE" option -from the RELTREE analy-
sis menu, and specify the name o-f the top -fault tree (of those
trees that are to be merged). The program will now generate a
fault tree input file which contains the merged tree, but the
original individual trees will be retained. The merged tree may
then be analyzed just like any other tree.

2.5.5 Main-Frame Analysis
If desired, the fault tree input files used by RELTREE may rather
easily be converted to input files for other fault tree analysis
codes. The RELTREE input files are written in ASCII-format, and
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it is fairly simple to write a routine that reads a RELTREE file
and performs the necessary conversions. Using some communication
software, one may then transmit such a file to a main-frame
computer. In this way, the fault trees may be constructed and
stared on the PC and, if desired, analyzed on a powerful main-
frame. Note, however, that the capacity and performance of the
RELTREE analysis module should be sufficient unless the fault
trees are extremely large and complex.

3. CAPACITY AND PERFORMANCE

3.i Limitations
Each individual fault tree constructed in the graphic fault tree
editor module must contain no more than 500 gates, 500 basic
events, 150 transfers, 45 external transfers and 100 pages.
Each data base may contain up to 99 data entries (with both
reliability data and descriptive texts).
If several fault trees are merged into one, the merged tree may
contain up to 1000 gates and 1000 basic events. This is also the
fault tree size limit of the analysis module. The maximum number
of cut sets'" that can be handled in the MCS-analysis is 5000.
Note, however, that this limitation applies to module-MCS. These
modularized MCS may correspond to hundreds of thousands or even
millions of MCS expressed in terms of basic events. The limit on
the number of cut sets have never been a problem, even in the
most complex analyses performed with RELTREE.

3.2 Performance
The performance of a fault tree analysis program is hard to
measure, since the run times depend more on the complexity of the
tree structure than on measurable quantities such as the number
of events in the tree. In spite of this, table 1 should give some
indication of the type of performance that may be expected from

TABLE 1. RUN TIMES FOR SOME NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PS A FAULT TREES

Fault tree Nuiber of Huiber of Top event Cutoff Max cutoff No. of MCS Run UK
nuifaer gates basic events unavailab. unavailab. error evaluated (sec.)

1
2
3
4
5

65
120
85
507
201

107
82
73
705
205

9.3E-3
5.9E-3
3.3E-4
6.BE-2
3.0E-10

0
l.OE-7
l.OE-8
l.OE-7
l.OE-14

0
1.7E-5
5.0E-6
3.7E-5
l.OE-11

197,489
2,084

91
1,500

1.193E6

175
125
155
245
250
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the MCS-analysis module in RELTREE. The table shows the run times
in seconds -for -five -fault trees of different size and complexity.
The run times given are total times from initiation of analysis
until the result -file has been written to disk, and correspond to
the use of an IBM PC/XT or compatible, A PC/AT would be at least
a factor of two faster.
The "no. of MCS evaluated" in the table is the number of MCS used
by the program when calculating the top event probability.
All of the fault trees are taken from nuclear power plant
probabilistic safety studies. They may be considered as rather
typical nuclear system fault trees. The .fault trees 4 and 5 in
the table are examples of trees that models several inter-
connected systems. In fact, tree number 5 describes a complete
core-melt sequence.

3.3 Comparison with Main-Frame Analysis Codes
During the development of the RELTREE program numerous compari-
sons were made between results obtained with RELTREE and those
obtained with well-established main-frame codes. These compari-
sons were primarily made to verify the correctness and accuracy
of the results from RELTREE.

In addition to these comparisons, a more formal verification of
the RELTREE code was performed by NUS corporation, a U.S. consul-
ting company /11. As a part of this verification, the same fault
tree was analyzed with RELTREE and with the SETS /3/ and WAMCUT
/4/ codes. The fault tree was taken from a nuclear power plant
safety study and contained 173 gates and 275 basic events. The
results from all codes were in agreement, but the run times
differed considerably with RELTREE being the fastest. The run
times are listed in table 2.

TABLE 2. RUN TIME COMPARISONS BETWEEN RELTREE, SETS AND WAMCUT

Code Computer system CPU time

RELTREE IBM PC/AT 30 seconds
SETS CDC Cybernet 3 minutes
WAMCUT Prime 6 minutes
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4. TIME-SAVINGS AND COST-SAVINGS WHEN USING RELTREE

The complete fault tree analysis process, including -fault tree
construction, analysis, and documentation, is -fairly time-consu-
ming. This is especially true when the work is carried out in the
"traditional" manner, using a main-frame computer code for fault
tree evaluation as the only tool. Compared with this type of
working method, it is possible to dramatically reduce the number
of manhours when using RELTREE. Table 3 lists the main activities
of a complete fault tree analysis and the way they are performed
when using traditional methods and when using RELTREE.

TABLE 3. TRADITIONAL METHODS VERSUS RELTREE

Activity Traditional method RELTREE

1. System
familiarization

Gathering of information and
studies of system documentation
(the same in both cases)

2. Preparation
of draft fault
tree
3. Input file
preparation

4. Feeding
fault tree
computer

into

Free-hand drawing
of fault tree

Translation of fault
tree into coded form
understandable by
evaluation program
Type in input file.
Easy to make errors,
no error checking.

Use of standardized
fault tree format
(see fig. 3)
Not applicable

Enter the fault tree
interactively in grap-
hics exactly as drawn
on the prepared fault
tree forms. Very quick;
error checking as input
is made; complete input
(logic, data, layout,
texts) entered at one
time.

5. Evaluation
of fault tree

6. Report
documentation

Made on a main-frame
computer. May be costly
depending on complexity
of model and efficiency
of program.
Prepared manually (very
time consuming) or by
separate plotting program
requiring additional or
completely new input.

Made on a PC. Efficient
code, usually very short
run times. Run time free
of charge.

The fault tree can be
permanently documented
(printer-plots or pen-
plots) at any time once
it has been entered into
the computer (step 4).
No additional input
required.
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There are also some main—frame or mini-computer based programs
that perform essentially the same -functions as RELTREE. Compared
with those codes, there will be little difference between RELTREE
and the others in steps 1, 2, 3 and 6 of table 3. Step 4 (feeding
the fault tree into the computer) can, according to our experien-
ce, be made faster and easier with RELTREE than with any other
program that we are aware of. For step 5, the same comment as in
table 3 is valid.
In a comparative study of different computer programs for fault
tree analysis /5/ it was estimated that the use of a program such
as RELTREE (or any other program with similar capabilities) will
reduce the number of man-hours in a fault tree analysis by 40 -
50 percent. A very rough economic calculation in the same study
indicated that the pay-off time for such a program would be very
short (less than a year assuming three full-time reliability
analysts and a program which costs about ten times more than one
RELTREE workstation).
In addition to the saved man-hours, it can also be concluded that
considerable savings can be made in computer run-time costs when
using RELTREE, since run-time is free of charge. If many analyses
are carried out, these savings alone may give a very short pay-
off time.

5. APPLICATIONS

RELTREE has been available for about a year and there are now
more than ten different users in five countries. Among the users
are consulting companies, marine industries (shipyard and off-
shore), technical universities, a nuclear energy authority, a car
manufacturer, a military industry and a telephone company. The
applications thus cover safety, reliability and availability
studies in a wide range of industrial activities.
In its own consulting services, RELCON has used RELTREE in safety
studies for nuclear power plant systems, in an availability
analysis of a large district-heating plant, and for a safety and
availability analysis of an offshore oil production platform.
RELTREE has also been used for a complete probabilistic safety
study for a nuclear power plant. The work, which was carried out
in cooperation between the utility and NUS Corporation, was
completed very quickly (in about three months). It was concluded
that one of the reasons for the short completion time was attri-
butable to the use of RELTREE.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND IDEAS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The extensive experience gained from the use of RELTREE until now
indicates that the program is easy to learn, easy to use, quick
to work with and has very efficient and powerful analyzing capa-
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bill ties. Indeed, RELTREE's performance compares very -favourably
even with recognized main—frame codes, and at the same time it
almost certainly reduces both manpower and run-time costs.
Our own work with the program, and even more important, the
•feedback o-f ideas and suggestions -from the customers, provide
valuable sources o-f in-formation for implementation o-f improve-
ments and new developments. Some o-f the more important o-f these
ideas which are considered for implementation in the future are
listed below.
o A more advanced file and data base management and a

significantly increased capacity in terms of fault tree size
and data base size. This would mean that many related fault
trees can be treated ae one entity, using the same gate and
basic event data base for all trees. This is an advantage
when working with large projects with many inter-related
fault trees, e.g. a nuclear power plant safety study.

o Implementation of more advanced editing functions (e.g. move
and copy) in the fault tree editor module.

o Implementation of a module for quick and flexible
sensitivity analyses.

o Calculation of importances both for individual events and
for groups of events, and inclusion of other importance
measures.

o Possibility of setting events (both basic events and gates)
to logically TRUE or FALSE.

o Implementation of a module for uncertainty analysis.
o Implementation of a module for event tree construction and

analysis,
o Implementation of a module for editing, permanent storage

and analysis of minimal cut sets. This would allow many
types of analyses to be performed on the cut sets rather
than on the original fault trees. There may be several
advantages with this, one being the allowance of very quick
recalculations with new data, with events set to TRUE or
FALSE, with modifications of cut sets, etc.
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Appendix A.8.
PRISIM - A COMPUTER PROGRAM THAT
ENHANCES OPERATIONAL SAFETY

J.B. FUSSELL
JBF Associates, Inc.,
Knoxville, Tennessee,
United States of America

Abstract

PRISIM, a Personal Computer program for trans-
lating PSA information for those who are not PSA
experts is described. PRISIM is presently in use at
the Arkansas Nuclear Unit One and at the Peach Bottom
nuclear power plants with the purpose of aiding
operational safety management.

1. Introduction

Information from probabilistic safety assessments (PSAs) can be used to
make decisions that limit or reduce the risk associated with the operation
of nuclear power plants; however, to date there have been few formal
attempts to use PSA information for decision-making purposes. One reason
for this is that PSA reports mix useful results with a great deal of
information that is irrelevant to decision makers. Another reason is that
these reports are understood only by those who are well versed in PSA
methodology.

This paper describes a personal computer program that was developed to
solve these two problems associated with the use of PSA information for
making safety decisions. Specifically, this paper describes the Plant Risk
Status Information Management System (PRISIM), a menu-driven program for a
personal computer that gives decision makers quick access to PSA-related
information they can use for making decisions that affect plant risk.

The use of a computer program like PRISIM is a particularly effective
way to facilitate the use of PSA-related information for decision making.
PRISIM allows rapid access to relevant information. It can also be
operated by a user who is not an expert in the use of PSA methodology
because it presents information without the use of PSA jargon.
Furthermore, using PRISIM does not require previous computer experience.
The information in PRISIM's database can be easily accessed by making
selections from a series of menus presented on the screen. Finally, the
program allows the updating of PSA results to take into account changes in
plant configuration; the user can easily describe any plant configuration
by simply making selections from screen menus and he will then receive
updated risk information that reflects the plant's status at the time.
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PRISIM is a valuable decision-making tool for both operations personnel
(e.g., control room operators and maintenance supervisors) and plant
managers. Operations personnel can use PRISIM to make decisions regarding
plant configuration. For example, operators can consult PRISIM to
determine the safety implications of removing specific equipment
combinations from service for testing or maintenance at a particular time.
Plant managers can use PRISIM to decide where to focus their efforts to
enhance the safety of their plant. For example, they can use PRISIM to
identify important accident scenarios that should be stressed in operator
training programs and to identify beneficial changes to procedures or
system designs.

In this paper, we will first discuss the various types of information
contained in the PRISIM database, with emphasis on possible applications of
each type. Finally, we will present a sample application that shows how
PRISIM can be used to monitor a plant's risk status. Examples are taken
from a PRISIM program developed for the Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1 Plant
in the United States.

2. PRTSIH Database

PRISIM contains two basic types of information: (1) pre-processed
information obtained from baseline PSA results and other plant data, and
(2) a plant risk model that allows the user to specify equipment that is
out of service and determine the risk implications of the plant status.

2.1 Pre-processed information

The following types of pre-processed information are included in the
PRISIM database:

• Dominant accident sequence descriptions

• Importance rankings for safety-related systems,
subsystems, components, and operator actions

• Support system interface information
• Component failure data information
• Information that is relevant when a particular

component is out of service
• Library of technical specifications

The following paragraphs describe each of these information types and
present examples of how each type can be applied by plant owners and
operators.

Dominant accident sequence descriptions

PRISIM includes descriptions of the most important core damage
sequences identified by the PSA. For each dominant sequence, three types
of information are provided: (1) a summary description of the sequence
(Figure 1) , (2) descriptions of the most likely failure scenarios for the
sequence (Figure 2), and (3) possible recovery actions for each of these
failure scenarios (Figure 3).
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DESCRIPTION OF OCCIDENT SEOUCNCE »S

I N I T I A T I N G EVENT

This sequence is i n i t i a t e d by Abrupture of a Reactor Coolant System
CRCS» pump seal or a rupture in the RC5 p i p i n g in the range of equiv-
alent diameters .30" < dia < 1.8". Neither type of rupture d i r e c t l y
causes any safety-related equipment failures.

SYSTEM FAILURES

The RCS rupture I* followed by a f a i l u r e of all High Pressure Injec-
tion System (HP IS1 pump trains to provide flow to the RCS. With no
recovery actions considered ( t h i s a c c i d e n t sequence co n t r i b u t e s Ï6X
to core m e l t frequency.

DETAILED SCENARIO INFORMATION FOR THIS SEQUENCE

RECOVERY INFORMATION FOR THIS SEQUENCE

Figure 1

DOMINANT SCENARIOS FOR ACCIDENT SEQUENCE «2

Scenario £-1 described below c o n t r i b u t e « 1 tV. to the sequence frequency.
The i n i t i a t o r is a "SmaI I-SmaI 1 LOCA .38 in. < Eq. dia i 1.2 in."

HPJS
FAILURE

Failure of the Chilled
Water unit for c o o l i n g
Swltchgear Room 100
r e s u l t i n g in loss of ac
power to Pumps P36A and
P36B AND failure of the
C h i l l e d Water Unit for
cooling Swltchgear Room
99 resulting in loss of
ac power to Pump P36C

RECOVER* INFORMATION FOR THIS SCENARIO SUMMARY OF SCENARIOS

NEXT SCENARIO

Figure 2
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RECOVERY INFORMATION FOR SCENARIO 2-1. ACCIDENT SEQUENCE 12

Recovery from this scenario Is achieved by restoring the room cooling
capability of either Chilled Water Unit VCH4B or VCH4A, or both, to pre-
vent a loss of Rooms 100 and 99 cooling, respectively. Room cooling
capability is regained by either restoring the chilled water unit or by
manually starting portable fans. In either case, this is a local recov-
ery action. The time available for restoring cooling capability without
irreversible damage is about 70 minutes. Recovery decreases the esti-
mated frequency of this scenario by a factor of 100.

Figure 3

One obvious application of the information provided for dominant
accident sequences is in the structuring and evaluation of operator
training exercises. The dominant accident sequences are the most likely
ways that severe accidents can occur at a plant; therefore these sequences
should be emphasized when training operators. For the same reasons, this
information is also useful when developing and evaluating emergency
operating procedures.

Importance rankings

PRISIM provides lists of safety-related systems, subsystems,
components, and operator actions ranked according to three different
importance measures*: (1) risk reduction importance, (2) risk sensitivity
importance, and (3) risk significance importance. Table 1 provides
interpretations of these measures, and Figure 4 shows an example screen
image that presents a list of safety systems grouped by risk significance
importance.

*The importance measures utilized in PRISIM are based on core damage
frequency.
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TABLE 1. MEASURES OF IMPORTANCE AND THEIR INTERPRETATIONS

Importance
Measure Interpretation

Risk Reduction • The likelihood the equipment would be failed and
contributing to a core damage event if such an event
were to occur

Risk Sensitivity The rate of change (or sensitivity) of the frequency
of core damage events with changes in the probabil-
ity of the equipment failure

Risk Significance This measure combines the risk reduction and risk
sensitivity measures

FRONT LINF SYSTEMS GROUPED BY RISK SIGNIFICANCE IMPORTANCE

HIGH RISK SIGNIFICANCE

High Pressure Injection System

Preasunzer Safety Relief System

MODERATE RISK SIGNIFICANCE

Emergency Feedwater System
t.ow Preaaure Injection System

Power Conversion System

Reactor Protection System
LOW RISK SIGNIFICANCE

Core Flood System
Reactor Building Cooling System

Reactor Building Spray System

Figure 4
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Importance rankings are useful when deciding where to apply one's
resources to limit or reduce risk; therefore information such as this may
be used by operators to identify key systems and components whose status
should be checked each day or each shift. Plant owners can use this
information in determining which proposed design or procedure changes would
be most effective in limiting or reducing risk.

Support system interface information

PRIS1M contains information on the support services (e.g., power,
service water, etc.) required by safety-related components (Figure 5). The
program only considers support functions that can alone fail either a
component of a front-line system or another support function.

In the format used to display this information, each level of
indentation corresponds to a separate tier of support service. For
example, in Figure 5, Pump P7A requires power from 125 V DC Panel D21,
which requires room cooling in Room 95, and so on. The appearance of
"(Repeat)" after an entry indicates that the support for that component or
function has been developed "higher up" in the sequence and is therefore
not shown again. The development starts where the same component or
function is first listed. If no support development is shown for a
component or function that is not followed by "(Repeat)," no single support
system failures exist for that item.

SUPPORT SYSTEM INTERFACES
FOR EMERGENCY FEEDWATER PUMP P7A

Puiup P7A
12S V DC Panel D21

Room 95 Cooling
400 V AC Bu« D6

Room 99 Cooling
400 V AC «CC B61

Room 99 Cooling (Repeat)
480 V AC MCC B62

Room 99 Cooling (Repeat)
Service Water Loop 2

4160 V AC Bus A4
Room 99 Cooling (Repeat)

125 V DC Panel D21 (Repeat)
400 V AC Bua B6

Figure 5
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Information on support system interfaces is useful in ensuring the
operability of equipment. For example, if a train of a safety system is to
be isolated to perform maintenance on a component, technical specifications
typically require that the operability of the redundant train be verified.
Information on support system interfaces identifies all support components
or functions that must be operable for the components in that train to be
operable, including some that may not be obvious.

PRISIM also provides support system information in a reverse logic
sequence (Figure 6). This information is useful in assessing the
implications of having a particular support component or function out of
service.

COMPONENTS DEPENDENT ON 480 V AC BOS BS

1. Reactor Dullding Cooling Fan VSF1A
2. Roactor Building Cooling Fan VSF1B
3. 480 V AC MCC BS1

4. 480 V AC MCC BS2

Figure 6

Component failure data information

PRISIM contains two types of information on component failure data:
(1) summaries of Licensee Event Reports (LERs) filed by the plant, and
(2) comparisons of plant-specific failure data with industry-average data.

The LER summaries are grouped by component type (Figure 7). These
summaries allow the user to identify problems that have been particularly
prevalent at the plant; therefore, they can be useful in identifying areas
to stress in training operators and test and maintenance technicians.
Also, since LER summaries provide failure histories for specific
components, they can often be useful in troubleshooting.
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INVOLVING FANS

LER • DATE

77-OP] 11 /22/77

77-0)3 06/02/77

SYSTEM/COMPONENT

Reart or Buildjnr; Cool-
ing/Fan V S F - I K

Reactor Building Cool-
ing/Fan VGF-1A

DESCRIPTION

VSF IB tripped dunnq
f ul 1 pow»»r operation
dut? to a lack of boa r i n<j
l uljr icat i on

VSF-1A's motor shorted
TO ground during full
pow»* r operation due to
A lack of bearing lu-
br k rj t i on

Figure 7

PRISIM also identifies plant equipment whose reliability has been
substantially better or worse than the industry average for similar
equipment (Figure 8). Like LER summaries, this information can be used to
improve training programs.

COnPONTNTS WHQSf PEL |u8 I LI TV
P£ F*r OR M ANC E HAS OCEN WORSE THAN THE I N DUS T R v

Reactor b u i l d i n g fan coolers h*ve a f a i l u r e p r o b a b i l i t y t h j t i* appro«--

bui t ding

Tlit- Ma i n Fei»d**j ter r»y*len« h.j% d c o n d i t i o n a l p r o b a b i l i t y of failur*--
g t v e n a reactor t r i p not i n i t i a t e d by a loss o^ main fpedwater (e.g.. a
t u r b i n e t r i p , loss of load, e l c . > - - t r i a t it a p p r o x i m a t e l y 6 time* higher
tf-ijn average.

Figure 8
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Information that is relevant when a component is out of service

PRISIM contains two types of information based on a particular
component (specified by the user) being out of service: (1) a list of
single failures that will render inoperable the system containing the out-
of-service component (Figure 9), and (2) schematics showing the equipment
realignment required for performing testing or maintenance on the out-of-
service component (Figure 10).

MOST LIKELY SINGLE FAILURE EVENTS FOR THE
EMERGENCY FEEDWATER SYSTEM WHEN PUMP P7A IS OUT OF SERVICE

1. Pump P7B fails to operate
2. Condensate Supply Valve CV2BOO (Pump P7B) fails closed

Select a component to see additional single failures involving
support system equipment.

Figure 9

EQUIPMENT REALIGNMENT FOR TESTING PUMP P7A

TBCÄ VJO.VCÎ «M CLDSCD
TO TtST fuuf P7A AND MC
OPtXU TO «TM« IT TO tCITMOC.

Figure 10
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A list of single failures for the system is useful in ensuring the
operability of the redundant train prior to taking the specified component
out of service. Only active components in the redundant train are listed
as single failures since these components are much more likely to fail
than, say, a manual valve. The user can select any one of the listed
active components using a cursor to identify single failures in support
systems that would disable that component.

The information on equipment realignment is useful in verifying proper
restoration of equipment following a test or a maintenance action.
Although this information is also contained in the plant's testing and
maintenance procedures, the highlighted schematics contained in PRISIM are
helpful visual aids.

Library of technical specifications

The PRISIM program also contains a library of selected technical
specifications. This option serves as a handy reference for plant owners
and operators.

2.2 Plant risk model

PRISIM's risk model allows the user to specify components that are out
of service and obtain updated information based on this "new" plant status.
This feature of the program is necessary to monitor the risk status of a
plant since taking components out of service can change the instantaneous
core damage frequency as well as the relative importances of systems,
subsystems, and components.

The user can specify out-of-service components using either schematic
menus (Figure 11) or component lists (Figure 12) . Once the user has
specified the plant status, PRISIM calculates and displays the factor of
increase in the instantaneous core damage frequency ("risk factor")
resulting from the components being out of service (Figure 13).

SERVICE WATER SYSTEM PUMP TRAINS SCHEMATIC

TO SO!
LOOT 1

TO MTCRMCDIATtCCXXMC »ATE* inn»

JO CVM1I

T &.
Xa a»« AltUUCD

•umwc

cocu« -« ———
«AUX STITCM

TO tWI
lOOf 1 •* ————
10*01

——— A '
CVMO

CO44J
a

0 CVM4C

——————————————— I

Q CVM44

O enn*
-j ——— A ———————— - -_
ÏO evM»
I TO MTDtutCIAIC
t COOLMC WAfW tVSTCU

rrsnx UCMU DO or MPUT

Figure 11
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SERVICE WATER SYSTEM COMPONENTS THAT MAY BE TAKEN OUT OF SERVICE

1. A u x i l i a r y Cooling Water System Isolation Valve OV36O

2. Interne-diäte Cooling Water Syotem Isolation Valve CV3BJC

.1. Dieael Generator 1 Heat Exchanger Service Water Valve CV

4. Diesel Generator 2 Heat Exchanger Servir« Water Valve CV
5. Pump P4B

6. Pump P4C

SYSTEH MENU END OF INPUT

Figure 12

RISK IMPLICATIONS OF THE CURRENT PLANT STATUS

520 IS THE RISK FACTOR WITH THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT OUT OF SERVICE

ftattory nnd Sugr. Room Cooling Sy3tem--Chilled Water Train A Foils
Emergency Foodwater Pump P7A Failn
1CWS Isolation Vnlvo CV3020 Fails to Clone

MENU FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1. Ranking of uaff;ty-relatoil oquipmnnt 3. Improvement from repair
?.. Ranking of core melt scenarios 1. Return to Control Screen

Figure 13
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The risk factor is a useful index for evaluating the risk implications
of the plant status. If it is large, a degradation in plant safety is
indicated, and prompt corrective action should be initiated.

PRISIM also offers the following information relating to the specified
plant status:

• a ranking of the most important failure scenarios
for core damage according to their expected
frequencies of occurrence

• a ranking of components according to their relative
contributions to the instantaneous core damage
frequency

• a ranking of the failed equipment according to the
benefit of restoring each to service

This information is useful in effectively limiting and/or reducing the
instantaneous core damage frequency since it leads the user to focus
attention on the most risk-important equipment.

The risk model offers the added capability of changing the PSA input
data (failure rates, testing intervals, repair times, etc.) and determining
the impact of these changes on the core damage frequency. This feature
should be quite useful to plant owners in evaluating proposed technical
specification changes.

3. Sample Application: Monitoring a Plant's Risk Status

In this example, a 120 V ac vital bus (120 V AC Bus RS1) is out of
service at the plant due to problems with the inverter that supplies power
to it. This bus is the only component that is known to be out of service.
A plant operator can use PRISIM's risk model to assess the risk
implications of this bus being disabled.

To determine the plant's risk status when the bus is out of service,
the operator specifies this out-of-service condition using a system
schematic (Figure 14) . PRISIM will then automatically update the PSA
results and display the risk factor, which is 11 for this plant
configuration (Figure 15).

A risk factor of this size is not unusual when a single safety system
component Is out of service. Although this risk factor does not give any
cause for alarm, the operator is justifiably interested in knowing which
components are now most important to plant safety. Therefore, he selects
the "Ranking of safety-related equipment" option from the risk factor
screen (Figure 15). PRISIM will then display a list of components ranked
according to their contributions to the instantaneous core damage frequency
(Figure 16).

The operator notices that Train A of the Battery and Switchgear
Emergency Room Cooling System has a high ranking. He knows that the
chiller that serves this train is scheduled to be taken out of service
later in the day for maintenance to correct a minor problem. The operator
now wants to know the implications of having both this chiller and the 120
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OC POWER SYSTEM SCHEMATIC

025

SYSTEM MENU • END OF INPUT

Figure 14

RISK IMPLICATIONS OF THE CURRENT PLANT STATUS

11 IS THE RISK FACTOR WITH THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT OUT OF SERVICE

120 V AC Dus RS1 Fails to Provide Power

MENU FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
»̂•1. Ranking of safety-related equipment 3. Improvement fron repair

2. Ranking of core melt scenarios 4. Return to Control Screen

Figure 15
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RANKING OF EQUIPMENT NOT KNOWN TO BE OUT OF SERVICE

1. SRV Fails to Reclose (EFV Available)
2. EFW Pump P7A Turbina Steam Relief Valve PSV-C602 Faila Open
3. Battery and Ewgr. Room Cooling Syfltem--Chilled Water Train A Faila
4. Aligned Standby Makeup Pump Fail» to Start
5. Independent Failure of the Powor Conversion System
6. SRV Fails to Reclose (Loss of Offsite Power and EFW Available)
7. SRV Fails to Reclose (EFW Unavailable)
8. EtfST Outlet Header Isolation Valve CV1408B Fails to Open

ESC to return to the Selection Manu.

Figure 16

NORTH BATTERY AND SWITCHGEAR ROOMS
EMERGENCY COOLING SYSTEM SCHEMATIC - ROOMS 99. 95. AND 149

PVC60SI AUXILIARY BLOC.
INSTRUMENT AIR

TO SWS
DISCHARGE

FREON UNIT
FOR

NORTH BATTERY ROOM
VE1B

SYSTEM MENU • END OF INPUT

Figure 17
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V ac bus out of service simultaneously. Therefore, he accesses a schematic
menu that shows the chiller of interest (Figure 17). After the operator
selects the chiller (Figure 17), PRISIM will once again update the results.
For this imminent plant state, the instantaneous core damage frequency will
increase by a factor of 94 (Figure 18). This is a significant increase, so
the operator asks the maintenance supervisor to delay the maintenance on
the chiller until the 120 V ac bus is returned to service.

RISK IMPLICATIONS OF THE CURRENT PLANT STATUS

94 IS THE RISK FACTOR WITH THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT OUT OP SERVICE

120 V AC Bus RS1 Tails to Provide Power
Battery and Swgr. Room Cooling System--Chilled Water Train A Fails

MENU FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1. Ranking of safety-related equipment 3. Improvement from repair
2. Ranking of core melt scenarios 1. Return to Control Screen

Figure 18

A. CONCLUDING REMARKS

PRISIM is a personal computer program that allows plant managers and
operations personnel to easily access PSA information useful for making
decisions that affect plant safety. It makes a PSA truly useful to
decision makers because it provides (1) rapid access to specific
information and (2) the ability to quickly generate updated PSA results
that reflect a plant's status at a particular time.

PRISIM is a step closer to a "living PSA," an analysis that can be
maintained on computer and updated regularly at minimal cost. Toward this
end, the only feature that PRISIM lacks is the ability to rapidly update
system models to reflect changes in plant design or operating procedures.
It will be feasible to update and quickly reanalyze large fault trees on a
personal computer only after significant advances have been made in
computer hardware design.
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